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Abstract 
Cultural identity is a lived process realized in the most ordinary forms of life. 
As a process mediated in the popular realm, it entails complex diversity and 
contradictions. In this thesis, I have approached the question of cultural identity 
by mediating the colonial history ofHong Kong with the cultural history of popular 
culture in general and Cantonese cinema in particular. My argument is that the 
construction of a unique Hong Kong identity manifested itself in the production of 
popular images, which pervaded the media culture of Hong Kong. These mass 
mediated images of Hong Kong were thereby shared and consumed among the 
general public, and became the main channel for extensive social identification. 
Through consumption and reproduction by cultural users. Hong Kong identity as an 
image was caught up in a never-ending process of production, consumption, and 
reproduction. Popular icons like Chan Po Chu and Siao Fong Fong give "the spirit 
of Hong Kong" a material expression in the guise of a unique subjectivity. Their 
lives and careers also become the site of identification and negotiation over the 
meanings ofbeing Hongkongese, being woman, and being successful. It is in this 
sense that the Po-Chu-and-Fong-Fong cult is not only a profit-making product 
manufactured by the culture industry; it occupies a crucial role in the process of 
identity formation of the Hong Kong people, and specifically, Hong Kong women. 
In the first chapter of the thesis, I have outlined the specific historical, political, 
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economical and cultural contexts in which the media culture started to grow, and 
pointed out that the booming economy of the 60s and the coming-of-age of a huge 
number of teenagers facilitated the rapid growth of media culture, which in tum 
provided a sense of "imagined community" as a source of cultural identification. 
The second chapter starts by outlining the development of Cantonese cinema in 
three decades (from the 30s to the 60s), and the ways by which concepts of locality 
and senses of belonging were manifested and represented in different films of 
different periods. Since it is not enough only to analyze the textual and formal 
qualities of particular films if we are to understand the multi-layers of pleasures 
offered by popular culture, the second part of Chapter 2 deals with the historical 
specificity of the cinematic spectatorship and the interfaced layers of pleasures that 
the youth films provided. Through a contextual and cultural reading of youth 
films, the chapter analyses the way people made sense of popular texts, and the 
significance of the context of consumption. 
Developing with youth films as the most popular genre in Cantonese cinema 
of mid and late-60s, Connie Chan and Josephine Siao became young people's 
desired and identifiable images. In Chapter 3, I examine how the process of 
identification can be read as the desire of the self to identify with an image, an 
"other" that both resembled them and appeared to be better than their own. The 
contradictions between the "new woman" (as exemplified by Chan and Siao) and 
the old were submerged in the consumerist discourse that had enabled the public 
articulation of competing models of female identity in the first place. However, 
although there was a clear link between formations of female subjectivity and 
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process of commodification, in the second part of Chapter 3,1 argue that it is by no 
means the only significance of consumption practices of female spectatorship, for 
consumption also involved processes of mutual recognition ~ among spectators, 
between the spectators and their favorite stars — and a passionate connection to 
feminine ideals. Through the continuos selection, appropriation and conversion of 
feminine ideals as self-image, new and different images and identities were 
constantly produced, consumed and reproduced. 
Cantonese cinema in the 60s and its most famous stars, Connie Chan Po Chu 
and Josephine Siao Fong Fong，occupied a crucial role in the process of identity 
formation of Hong Kong women. This is not because it represented the people, 
but because it was used by the people as space for cultural identification. The 
media's strategy of launching a Po Chu and Fong Fong hit has successfully 
constructed the popular memory which has been pervading the community for more 
than thirty years. 
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/ Introduction 
1.1 Articulating Hong Kong History I Identity 
To articulate a Hong Kong history and identity is a complex task. While 
scholars are seeking a “realistic portrayal of the historical and geostrategic 
predicament of Hong Kong's embarrassing position as a British territory linked 
closely to Westem economic development but dependent on mainland China for 
both its political survival and its economic well-being" (Ming Chan 1994: 5), 
politicians are busy calling for a "patriotic" identification and a “revival” of 
Chinese values in the local s o c i e t y � A s for the general public, a myth of origins 
exists in the popular recourse to the "fishing village to metropolis" story. In this 
officially reinforced version of history, Hong Kong had no settled population, no 
industry, and no identity before the influx of refugee peasants in 1949. With their 
money and organizational skills, the Shanghainese then transformed the unskilled 
refugees into industrious workers, while the British merely provided a stable 
government. 
iDuring the race for ChiefExecutive, the three candidates，Tung Chee Hwa, Yang 
Ting Leung and Peter Woo Kwong Ching all pledged to introduce patriotic 
education to primary and secondary education curriculums (South China Morning 
Post, 12/29/1996). 
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Despite the repeated assurances of a “Hong Kong ruled by Hong Kong 
people”，it is often assumed that there is no such thing as a "people" of Hong Kong. 
As Ming K. Chan puts it，“[Hong Kong people] are, according to the criteria set by 
London and Beijing, neither true British subjects nor genuine Chinese. To 
Richard Hughes' well-known description of Hong Kong's development under 
rather unique circumstances as a 'borrowed place on borrowed time,，one should 
add ‘with borrowed people,，，(Ming Chan 1994: 5). 
In the light of this contention, one is compelled to ask: what constitutes a 
"people", and their identity? Looking back on the colonial history of Hong Kong, 
we can say that Britain has never transplanted her cultural forms of life to Hong 
Kong. The main target of the colonial policy adopted by the British was to secure 
economic interests. By adopting a laissez-faire policy and by maintaining Hong 
Kong as a free port, Britain has benefited tremendously through international trade. 
The colonial government's focus on economic development has on the one hand 
prevented the society from fighting for long-term political rights and for the general 
welfare of the community; on the other hand, it has also simultaneously "freed" the 
colonized from being socially and culturally crushed. As a result, the utilitarian 
policy that aimed at gaining economic interests linked the colonizer and the 
colonized together, in a unique set of colonial relationships typical ofHong Kong. 
Hong Kong has missed some "authentic" Chinese tradition, and hence a 
certain "Chinese" cultural root, out of which a "Chinese" sense of identification 
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should have become tangible. For a century or more, Chinese governments, be it 
the Qing Dynasty, the KMT government or even the Communist government, have 
adopted an ambivalent attitude towards Hong Kong. Before 1842 when it was 
ceded to Britain, Hong Kong was nothing more than a tiny fishing village that 
missed the interest of the Qing Dynasty. Stepping into the early 20th century, the 
Republic was then very much occupied with civil wars and Japanese invasion, and 
was not able to pay much attention to Hong Kong. When the Chinese 
Communists took over Guangdong in 1949, they had the capacity to recover Hong 
Kong as well. But the Chinese leaders decided to tolerate Hong Kong's continued 
existence as a British colony for strategic and economic reasons. One obvious 
benefit that this decision brought about was certainly Britain's diplomatic 
recognition of the PRC as the sole legitimate national government of China (Tang 
1994).2 After the death of Mao Zedong in 1976, Deng Xiaoping implanted the 
open-door policy, which did not only provide Hong Kong with an invaluable 
chance of gaining huge economical benefits, but also provoke calls for asserting a 
stronger Chinese identity within the political discourse in Hong Kong, though it 
2 In mid-1949, Hong Kong was often referred to as the "Gibraltar ofthe East" and 
the "Berlin of the East" by British officials. The minister of defense also took 
precautions to strengthen Hong Kong's internal and external defenses. The British 
Parliament, nonetheless, was for diplomatic recognition. On the other hand, 
although the Chinese government kept a keen eye on Hong Kong affairs, sometimes 
issuing official statements related to Hong Kong's domestic matters, it did not 
attempt (for various reasons) to recover sovereignty ofHong Kong. This policy is 
shown by a column in The People's Daily (3/8/1963), in which the writer 
repeatedly stressed that the situations of Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Macao, were 
historical problems to be resolved through peaceful negotiation. China claimed 
sovereignty but would also take into consideration the historical origins of the 
present condition (Young 1994: 142-143). Indeed, even during the height ofthe 
1967 riots, left-wing factions never once publicly demanded that Hong Kong be 
repossessed by China (Tang 1994: 116-117). 
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was somewhat limited only to the local elitists. Yet in a century of colonial rule, 
Hong Kong has undergone a long process of transformation, changing from a 
fishing village to an international free-port, adopting ideological, political, 
economic and social practices that are hugely different from that of the mainland. 
As a result, both the Chinese and the British are the cultural "other" of the 
Hong Kong people. If we could assume the argument that to investigate the 
cultural identity of a people is to look at the cultural difference between the “self’ 
and its cultural “others”，then discourses on the cultural identity of Hong Kong 
people should be articulated in terms of identity and difference, and the negotiation 
and interaction between the two, as mediated through the colonial history of Hong 
Kong. In the different stages of the colonial history, there were different sources 
available for different cultural identification and articulation of identities. 
Through the interactive relationships between the colonized and the colonizer, we 
gather a sense ofHong Kong "people", separated from the Chinese on the mainland 
and on the Taiwan island. 
Although “to many Chinese residents in Hong Kong, particularly in the 
pre-1949 days, 'China' meant Guangdong while ‘homeland，referred to the 
ancestral villages in the Pearl River Delta，，(Chan 1995: 31), a “Hong Kong people" 
have been brought into existence in the Cold War years. In the 50s when refugees 
fled to Hong Kong from the Communist China, there was a sense of being in the 
same boat of an uncertain destiny, set adrift from China. With the first issue of 
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Identity Cards in 1949, the erection of the border in 1950, and the launching of the 
housing program in 1954,^  the feeling was even more reinforced. By the end of 
the 60s and the beginning of the 70s, there was an obvious change in Hong Kong 
people's attitude towards their own city, and the idea of "community" was no 
longer irrelevant to the majority of the Hong Kong population. While reasons 
such as the growing prosperity of the Hong Kong economy, the ‘‘break” with the 
Chinese homeland after 1949 might account for this subjective change of attitude, 
but most essentially, it was the growing independence of the local administration 
and the growing focus on local issues (for example, the 1966 “Star Ferry Riot" was 
of a domestic concern) that mattered. But the change was not only limited to the 
socio-political arraigns, for it was also a change that was articulated in the 
incidentals of daily life ~ in the slang of Siu LauMan (《小流亡民》）comic books，in 
the actress Ting Ying's (丁璧）movies of factory life, or in the gossips about local 
film idols and popular singers (Turner 1994). A distinct Chinese community with 
different political cultural inclinations from its "mother" country had appeared, 
though this new "identity" was still infused heavily with a Cantonese localism. 
The 1966 and '67 riots marked a tuming point in Hong Kong history, not only 
because the riots were of the largest scale in the contemporary history of Hong 
Kong, but also because it pointed to the fact that “there was an affinity between the 
‘alien’ government and [the residents], and that this new bond meant the beginning 
^The re-development of Hong Kong transformed the predominantly four and five-
story urban environment into the characteristically modem high-rise buildings. 
1961-1971 Census results reveal that households occupying public sector flats rose 
from 76,000 to 328,000, that is, from just over 10% to almost 50% of all 
households (Pryor 1973: 30-39). 
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of a new identity for the Hong Kong shih-min (市民)，city people” (Young 
Unpublished paper). 
It was in the 60s when Hong Kong was transformed from an entrepot into 
a manufacturing and export center of the Asia-Pacific region. This was also the 
decade when Hong Kong entered an era of progressive economic development and 
gradual social improvement. From an economic viewpoint, a few figures would 
be sufficient to show that the development ofHong Kong society is "something of a 
miracle". Between 1957 and 1958, against a backdrop of a world economic slump. 
Hong Kong's exports continued to increase significantly. The number of Hong 
Kong's manufacturing factories rose from 5,346 to 10,478, and the total number of 
workers increased from 224,400 to 524,400 in the 60s. In one decade, the per 
capita GNP increased from HK$l,917 to HK$4,853 (Young 1994: 133). 
Despite the booming economy, throughout the 60s, Hong Kong workers 
were forced to endure the bitter fruit of a virtually non-existent social welfare 
system，and poor working conditions. Local anti-govemment feelings were 
4 As Young notes，political stability of Hong Kong was invariably coupled with 
social instability. A civil servant's recollection of the Government's attitude 
towards welfare services helps to illustrate this point -- "Early in 1950 I was told 
that a large proportion of the working classes had insufficient means. Really this 
means that they could make just sufficient to live.... It is sometimes aruged that 
Hong Kong must limit the standard of its social services, first because it cannot pay 
for them, and secondly because, if they were too good, more population would be 
attracted from China. Some peple reinforce this argument by saying that China 
would object if Hong Kong's services were too markedly in advance of those 
available in China...” (Quoted in Young 1994: 136). 
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intensified, which led to the outburst of the “Star Ferry Riot" in 1966. Although 
numerous riots and disturbances have broken out in the modern history of Hong 
Kong, the commonly accepted postmortems all stress that they were of a 
nonpolitical nature, except perhaps for certain aspects of the 1967 riots, in the sense 
that no organized, systematic efforts were involved. In arguing against such 
general consensus, John D. Young points out the obvious but often neglected fact 
that the people involved in these “illegal，，activities were, by and large, Hong Kong 
residents. Young argues that the earlier riots, as those in 1952 and 1956, can be 
attributed to external influences. In a sense，the loyalties of the people involved in 
these riots lay outside Hong Kong, and hence we can see them as part of the 
struggle between the Communist and the Nationalist parties. But the 1966 riot 
was different from the earlier riots. It was ofHong Kong origin, and was initiated 
by those "who were brought up in Hong Kong and who were clearly unhappy with 
the Star Ferry Company's decision to raise fares by five cents. The youths who 
marched in the streets without police permission demonstrated that it was nothing 
less than a political challenge ~ not against the five-cent increase, but rather against 
a system that was perceived as increasingly oppressive and unjust" (Young 1994: 
139).' 
5 So Sau Chung (蘇守]£)，the young man who first started the hunger strike in 
1966, revealed in a recent interview that what he was trying to flght against was not 
only the increase of ferry fares, but also the general increases in public transport 
fares and the costs of other daily necessities. Many newspaper columinists also 
accused the Star Ferry Company for tuming a deaf ear to public opinions, and 
angry headlines like "Public opinions were not worth 5 cents" (「輿論不値斗零」） 
were used to express their discontent QAingPao, 5/4/1997). 
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One year later, Hong Kong witnessed the largest “anti-colonial riot" in its 
history. The riot rocked the Hong Kong society to its core, but ironically, it also 
managed to remove some of the heat generated by the riot the year before. In his 
discussion of the 1967 riot. Young argues that the Hong Kong workers' political 
actions were designed for practical gains rather than high ideals, which had little to 
do with their daily existence. Dissatisfied with the poor labor conditions, the 
Hong Kong workers were ready to “size any 'political behavior，available to 
express their discontent" (Young 1994: 138-140). This is why when the violence 
and the bombings became more and more Communist controlled and had less and 
less to do with labor disputes, the Hong Kong population lent its support to the 
Hong Kong government. Perhaps for the first time in Hong Kong's history, the 
inhabitants believed that the Hong Kong government was "their" government. So 
what is revealing about the 1967 riot is the simple truth it has helped to manifest: in 
this encounter, there were clearly three parties involved. The people of Hong 
Kong saw themselves as a community, separated from their British-Hong Kong 
government, but also separated from their Chinese motherland (Young 1994). In 
a speech made on September 16, 1967, a member of Hong Kong tourist association 
summed up the public sentiment: “Since the last few months, it has become more 
and more clear that Hong Kong is home for its four million inhabitants. Hong 
Kong is special although it is a British colony. It is not British. It has Chinese 
characteristics, but it is not Chinese. Hong Kong is Hong Kong, independent, 
with its unique character and spirit. It is a place which makes its inhabitants proud 
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to be here.，，6 
Did the 60s mark the emergence of Hong Kong's modern identity then? 
Many studies do see the 60s (especially the 1967 disturbances) as the turning point 
in the modem history of Hong Kong. But many tend to follow the official Hong 
Kong government line that after the riots the government fulfilled its promises in 
exchange for support from the citizens. But such diagnosis does not provide 
justifiable explanation for the apolitical attitude shared in popular identification. 
Moreover, the ‘‘social accommodation of politics", an alternative perspective 
suggested by Lau Siu Kai and Ho Kam Fai in “Social Accommodation of Politics: 
The Case of the Young Hong Kong Workers", assumes that there are “resources 
networks" in our society to house the needs of people from the lower strata that 
naturally allows for public grievances, hence preventing political demands (1982: 
172-188). Thereby, the linear perspective of the government is inadequate in 
responding to public needs. 
Writing in 1965, one newspaper columnist in an essay titled “Is a Hong 
Kong Identity too Utopian?" concluded that for the majority of the population, 
identity was something they were not financially secure enough to "talk" about: 
This is not a new idea. Hongkongites have been talking about it 
for years.... The root of the problem in wanting to instill this 
Hongkong identity sense into the citizenry is to determine who 
6 Reported in Sing-tao Jih-pao (9/17/1967), quoted in John D. Young, “Political 
Disturbances and the Making of a Local Identity" (Unpublished paper). 
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belongs and wants to belong to Hong Kong.... [But] for the idea 
of a Hongkong identity to grow and for its people to take pride in 
being identified with Hongkong, living standards have to go up. 
Otherwise it's like trying to give culture to hungry and needy 
people __ it simply won't work7 
No matter what, we may conclude that instead of being constituted in a stable 
narrative, the Hong Kong identity in the 60s emerged from a clash of discourses --
Chinese and Western, moralistic and utilitarian. To quote Matthew Turner, “an 
identity that can be possessed can also be taken away, just as the Hong Kong people 
have been ‘divided,, constituted as a ‘community,, only to be dissolved, 
reconstituted and dissolved again with the ebb and flow of politics. In the end, 
cultural identity ... must be made" (1994; 31). 
1. 2 Identity through Mass-Cultural Mediation 
The colonial government was keen in depicting Hong Kong as a "cross-
cultural free-port", the "Pearl of the Orient", “the center where east meets west", 
etc.. An excellent example is the Osaka Expo 70, in which the Hong Kong 
Pavilion adopted the theme “Enjoyment and Enterprise through Harmony". 
Drawing on the popular recourse to the “fishing village to metropolis" story, the 




Pavilion featured images of a smart, diligent young woman transformed by Western 
enterprise, training and fashion - the "Girl in the Crowd”（人群中的花魁）--to 
personify the Chinese/Cantonese community and its low-paid but skilled workers 
marketed by Hong Kong. In a series of pictures that told the (fictional) story of a 
"fisher-girl" Chan Mei Ching who responded to western economic demands and 
western tastes, we were told : "This ex-fisher-girl was rapidly trained to work in 
an advanced electronics factory. Her story demonstrates the adaptability of labor 
in Hong Kong". After posing picturesquely with Tanka hat on a boat, she was 
finally presented as fully westernized, picked out from the busy street as the "Girl 
in the Crowd", wearing a short, sleek westem dress (Hong Kong Arts Centre 1994; 
44) (Figure 1.1). 
The official representation of Hong Kong identity as such is also reflected 
in public school textbooks: "Hong Kong was established by Britain and China as a 
good place to do business" (Quoted in Tumer 1994: 22). However, by 
overemphasizing the role of administration, this kind of discourse cannot penetrate 
the interfaced layers of cultural formation, and hence fails to map out the many 
socio-cultural positions within the community. 
The government and the people have attempted to build up a Hong Kong 
cultural identity in very different ways. The government saw culture as an 
equivalent term either for high arts like orchestra, ballet and drama, or for sports 
and recreational activities, whereas the popular cultural space has been dominated 
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by the mass media — film, radio, and (after 1967) television. In many third world 
countries, deliberate protectionist policies have been implemented in order to 
ensure the development of local entertainment industries. By contrast, the 
entertainment culture of Hong Kong has developed solely in response to market 
demands and in the absence of any protectionist or supportive government policy. 
In fact, the government has adopted a media policy which focuses mainly on 
control and supervision and which reflects the indifferent attitude of the 
government towards popular culture, 
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Figure 1.1 "Hong Kong - Girl in the Crowd", Osaka Expo 70 
"Uniforms for young female guides at the Hong Kong pavilion avoided any 
suggestion of a 'bar girl’ westemizatoin through energetic adoption of crisp 
designs signifying 'progress'. Each wore a Star Trek outfit.... The girls' 
badges featured a design of two modernistic 'U'-shaped forms supporting a 
white disk, which was said to represent the Pearl ofthe Orient cradled by the 
(green) hills of the New Territories and the _ e ) Pacific..." (Hong Kong 
Arts Centre 1994: 44). 
8 For example, there are the Film Censorship Ordinance and institutions like 
Television and Entertainment Licensing Authority which serve only to discipline 
and regulate popular cultural expression. 
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While the government failed to see the need for opening up diversifying 
cultural spaces for and of the people, the public turned to popular culture, which 
offered the most accessible place for people to enact livable spaces for 
identification. Popular culture was able to offer a fluid zone for the play and 
negotiation of difference: 
...popular culture is definable neither as the culture “of the people，,， 
produced by and for themselves, nor as an administered culture 
produced for them. Rather, it consists of those cultural forms and 
practices ... which constitute the terrain on which dominant, 
subordinate and oppositional cultural values and ideologies meet 
and intermingle, in different mixes and permutations, vying with 
one another in their attempts to secure the spaces within which they 
can be influential in framing and organizing popular experience 
and consciousness (Bennett 1986: 18-19). 
As popular culture is located at the points of confluence between opposing 
tendencies, it always bears within it signs of power relation, traces of the forces of 
domination and subordination that are central to our social system and therefore to 
our social experience. In short, popular culture contradicts itself. Since such 
contradictions entail semiotic richness and polysemy, popular culture thus 
conceived is therefore a resource bank of potential meanings. 
Applying this understanding of popular culture to a historically specific 
context -- the Hong Kong society in the 60s ~ we can then see why and how 
popular culture was to be used by the people in their attempt to invoke a cultural 
identification through popular images. Being the place of culture industry, 
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popular culture was a domain very often dismissed either as trivial or as profit-
making. It was thus very much neglected by the official representation of cultural 
identity. On the other hand, it occupied the very cultural space in which the 
people's mode of life was constantly being shaped. Yet, as a product of 
commercial and industrial domains, popular culture, in the course of its 
consumption, was in tum molded by people's active uses, albeit in their capacity as 
consumers. 
The dynamic and fluid nature of the space of popular culture was not 
recognized by the early colonial rule. As mentioned, the Hong Kong-British 
government simply adopted an off-hand cultural policy, denying its cultural-
political responsibilities. It was not until 1967 that the government first employed 
the rhetoric of "citizenship", "community" and “belonging，，as anti-Communist 
propaganda. For example, a "Hong Kong Week", organized by the Federation of 
Hong Kong Industries, was worked up in 1967 to include popular concerts, 
exhibitions and fashion shows. It was followed by a government-organized 
"Festival of Hong Kong，，in 1969. A week long carnival of dancing, fashion 
shows, pop concerts and beauty pageant was to demonstrate that the community 
was stable and prospering. 
In view of the "laissez-faire" cultural policy adopted by the Hong Kong 
government and the discrepancy over the way culture was articulated by both the 
government and the community, it is my contention that in the formation of a Hong 
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Kong cultural identity, a significant role was played by the public use of cultural 
resources in forming cultural spaces. From the 60s onward, a local and largely 
unarticulated sense of identity has begun to emerge in Hong Kong, along with the 
official discourse of culture and identity. It was an identity, to a very large extent, 
bom of the rapid rise of media culture, which enabled active uses of cultural 
resources by the people in shaping their own cultural spaces. Basically there were 
two groups of cultural users who drew on cultural signs such as the kinds that were 
embodied in the popular film actresses and idols Connie Chan Po Chu (陳寶珠）and 
Josephine Siao Fong Fong (蕭芳芳).One group came from the media, the other 
directly from the people. By capitalizing on the popular idols' stars quality, the 
media opened up a cultural space where local consciousness began to take shape. 
In contrast to the high brow construction of cultural representation in terms of 
"arts" by the government, the formation of cultural identity of the young people 
came directly and widely from popular culture via the growing popularity of the 
media. 
The tremendous growth in economic and the huge number of teenagers are 
two contributing factors that may account for the rapid development of media 
culture in the 60s. As Hong Kong rebuilt its industry after the war, by the 60s, the 
number of factories grew threefold, and the workforce grew twofold, relative to that 
of the 50s. The growth in employment opportunities and the uptum of the 
economy lessened the impact of poverty and increased the buying power of the 
people, especially that of the young female factory workers (Table 1). Unskilled 
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women workers in their teens accounted for the large majority of the assembly 
workers in electronics，textile and clothing factories. These young female workers 
performed extremely monotonous, boring and repetitive tasks. With the lack of 
entertainment facilities, lack of opportunities for advancement and involvement in 
soical activities，it is no wonder the younger generation was growing into a 
resentful group. 
Table 1: The Growth of Economically Active Population (15years ofage or up) 
Sex Year Growth ofEconomically Growth ofNon-economically Growth of Total 
Active Population (%) Active Population (%) Population (%) 
M 61-71 2.4 8.0 3.1 
71-76 2.9 8.5 3.8 
76-81 5.5 2.6 5.0 
F 61-71 4.8 2.2 3.2 
71-76 3.9 3.3 3.5 
76-81 6.7 1.3 3.8 
Source:史文鴻「香港的大眾文化與消費生活」王賡武編《香港史新編：下冊》頁597� 
It was in this particular historical context that Hong Kong media culture 
started to grow. With the appearance ofthe Cantonese “Youth Musicals"(靑春歌 
舞片)and local Cantonese movie stars, the media (film in this particular case) 
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eventually succeeded in providing the first generation of locally born 
“Hongkongese” with a common popular cultural space. The cinema, more than 
any other entertainment form of the time, provided a space apart and a space in 
between. It was a physical and social space -- the familiar cinema in the 
neighborhood, as well as an experiential horizon ~ a cultural site for the 
imaginative negotiation of the gaps between family, school and workplace. While 
remaining as an experience that could easily be incorporated into a variety of 
everyday itineraries, the movies also offered them a casual participation in the 
world of entertainment, in which fantasies of better lives mingled with more 
specifically modern dreams, and promises of abundance with hopes of self-
transformation. It is in this sense that the cinema absorbed the functions of the 
Utopian imagination. It is also in this sense that in the 60s, the media culture in 
general and the Cantonese cinema in particular were able to function as an 
alternative public sphere, albeit in a depoliticized form (Hansen 1994). 
By capitalizing on the star qualities, the mass-mediated culture provided 
the public with the most accessible space for cultural identification，a site where the 
use of the stars as cultural signs were put in their hands. This helped a lot in 
constituting a recognition of local sentiments among the people. As the film 
industry began to use the stars as resources for building up cultural spaces for 
popular identification, these spaces were in tum used by the public to nurture a 
local consciousness and identification. 
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The development of media culture in Hong Kong from the 60s onwards 
facilitated the growing demands for and increasing varieties of popular culture, 
which opened up new forms of social experience as well as new sources for cultural 
identification. In the following two decades, media culture continued to provide 
images, discourses and spectacles that generated pleasure, identities and subject 
positions for people to appropriate. These are highly significant, because the mass 
audience was not only drawn from across the social spectrum, they also reflected 
life-pattems and values that were peculiar to the Hong Kong community. By the 
mid-80s, Hong Kong was producing and exporting a large amount of cultural 
products — films, TV programs and pop songs -- which were, for the first time in 
history, expressive of a local (Hong Kong) rather than a national (Chinese) or 
regional (Cantonese) culture. 
1. 3 Using Popular Culture 
The concept of popular culture offers a theoretical matrix that encompasses 
different levels of inquiry and methodology. What is missing from the politically 
and economically based analyses of Hong Kong is a place for popular culture and 
its public dimension. As the first generation ofHong Kong bom people grew into 
their teens, and as the society was relatively prosperous and stable for the 
population to settle on and participate in, there was the increasing demand for a 
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homely feel, a local consciousness that the self could be tied down to. Yet in a 
society where the general public perceived the Great Cultural Revolution on the 
Chinese mainland as more a social unrest than a war of ideology, political 
identification, either with capitalism or with Communism, was limited to the 
political terrain, and especially to the potential elitists of the community. Without 
a nostalgic memory of the mainland experience as their parents might have, the 
locally bom teenagers regarded Hong Kong as their home. What they needed was 
a social space for shaping a sense ofbelonging in this homeland of theirs. Popular 
culture, with its contradictory functions of shaping and being shaped by the 
people's mode of life, was able to offer a fluid zone for the play of difference, lta 
addition, the public dimension of popular culture was distinct from both textual and 
social determinations of production. It entailed the very moment in which 
reception could gain a momentum of its own, and could give rise to formations not 
necessarily anticipated in the context of production (Hansen 1994). My argument 
is that in the 60s, such formations were crystallized around particular films, star 
discourse, and modes of exhibitions. It is important to bear in mind that the public 
dimension of popular culture was always precarious and subject to ceaseless 
appropriations, be it from the industrial or ideological sources. Nevertheless, this 
public dimension also harbored a potentially autonomous dynamic, which made a 
phenomenon like the Chan Po Chu cult more than a consumerist spectacle 
orchestrated by the profit-making culture industry. 
In this thesis，I intend to approach the question of cultural identity from the 
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perspective of popular culture and public sphere, as critical concepts that are 
themselves categories of historical transformation. As an essential component of 
popular culture, the cinema on one level constituted a public sphere of its own, 
defined by particular relations of representation and reception. At the same time 
the cinema intersected and interacted with other formations of public life, which 
fall into the areas of social and cultural history. As a way of mediating the rise of 
Chan and Siao as the hottest stars of the 60s with the significance of a youth-
oriented popular culture in the development of cultural identification, I will look at 
how the cultural spaces opened up were used by the cultural users/viewers, and 
explicate how those spaces which positioned the cultural users in everyday life 
practices were generated in the formation of cultural identity. By analyzing the 
social space of imagination as mediated through the star images of Chan and Siao, I 
will also consider how the textuality of identity production as revealed must be put 
in the context of understanding the media culture as commodity in a capitalist 
society. 
With the purpose of situating the pleasures of filmic texts within specific 
historical cultural locations, the next chapter starts by tracing the development of 
Cantonese cinema in three decades (from the 30s to the 60s)，and the ways by 
which concepts of locality and senses of belonging were manifested and 
represented in different films of different periods. Yet it is not enough only to 
mark the historical and thematic developments of Cantonese cinema, nor is it 
sufficient to analyse the textual and formal qualities of particular films i fwe are to 
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understand the layers of pleasures offered by popular culture. What is also needed 
is an investigation into the relations of filmic representation and reception，in 
association with the entertainment provided by the Cantonese cinema of the 60s，in 
order to understand the ways in which popular culture functions both as a product 
of a profit-making culture industry and as a public space/sphere that allows for 
active participation of the people in their constitution of Hong Kong cultural 
identity. 
Through a contextual and cultural reading of youth films, the chapter 
intends to illustrate the argument that analyzing cinematic pleasures in terms of 
narrative conventions of films is not enough, for the attraction of youth films lies 
not so much in the credibility of the plot as in the charm of the stars and the 
particular condition of reception. Hence, Chapter 2.2 "Youth Film and Its 
Historically Specific Audience" deals with the historical specificity of the cinematic 
spectatorship and the interfaced layers of pleasures that the youth films provided. 
Spectator in many psychoanalytic film studies has predominantly been a 
textual one. Devoid of sociality and historicity，the spectator has often been seen 
to be a subject position produced by the visual and narrative conventions of a film 
text and assumed to respond to it in particular ways due to the universal workings 
of the psyche.9 However, drawing on approaches developed within cultural 
9 Within psychoanalytic models, the construction of the textual spectator often 
occurs in strong opposition to the so-called empirical spectator: the woman in the 
audience. Mary Ann Doane, for example, asserts, “I have never thought of the 
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studies and bearing in mind the Gramscian model of power which emphasized 
negotiation and struggle, rather than entirely successful domination, I believe it is 
important to see how consumers, rather than producers, make cultural meanings. 
In other words, the target of my analysis is the way people made sense of popular 
culture. Li addition, attention will also be given to the significance of the context 
of consumption, for the viewing context is important as audiences, rather than being 
ahistorical fixed positions in texts, are real people with social lives and domestic 
habits, whose reading of particular films will be shaped and influenced by social 
identities and cultural differences. 
For the young viewers of Cantonese cinema, entertainment was an 
outstanding quality. Two of the taken-for-granted descriptions of entertainment 
are "escape" and "wish-fulfillment", both of which point to its main characteristic, 
namely, utopianism. It is a generally accepted view that the youth films, with 
their glamorous sets, not only appealed to the young generation's increasingly 
westernized mentality，but also offered a fantasy world of escapism. It is worth 
pausing here for a while to examine what exactly is meant by "escapism". For 
although it is a term frequently applied to forms of popular culture, often for the 
female spectator as synonymous with the woman sitting in front of the screen， 
munching her popcom.... It is a concept which is totally foreign to the 
epistemological framework of the new ethnographic analysis of audiences.... The 
female spectator is a concept, not a person” Similarly, Guilisna Bruno states, “I 
am not interested in an empirical analysis of the phenomenon of female 
spectatorship.... I cannot get over an old semiotic diffidence for any notion of 
empirical ‘truth, or ‘reality’，which I find very problematic. There are ways in 
which for me the phantasmatic level is more real than reality itself, or the so-called 
reality of facts” Quoted in Stacey (1994: 23). 
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purpose of dismissing them as insignificant and unworthy of critical attention, few 
studies have analyzed what is involved in this cultural process so loosely dubbed 
"escapism", and moved beyond the level of generalization in the discussion of 
escapism and escapist pleasures. 
Richard Dyer's article "Entertainment and Utopia" attempts to deconstruct 
the notion of "escapism" in relation to Hollywood cinema. He argues that 
entertainment offers the images of 'something better，to escape into, or something 
we want deeply that our day-to-day lives don't provide. Alternatives, hopes, 
wishes — these are the stuff of utopia, the sense that things could be better, that 
something other than what is can be imagined and maybe realized (1985: 222). 
Most commonly, the question of cinematic pleasure has been analyzed in 
terms of the visual and narrative conventions of films. But Richard Dyer's 
analysis of what he calls "entertainment's utopian sensibility" argues that the 
pleasures of the cinema are not limited to the film text, and that "it is important to 
grasp that modes of experiential art and entertainment correspond to different 
culturally and historically determined sensibilities" (1985: 223)]� Dyer's 
emphasis on the significance of context to the pleasures of escapism demonstrates 
the necessity of situating the pleasures of the text within specific locations. 
� In order to develop an understanding of utopian sensibility. Dyer constructs a 
series of categories through which entertainment forms can be understood: 
abundance, energy, intensity, transparency and community. He then relates these 
categories to the inadequacies of society from which people may be seeking 
temporary relief through the utopian sensibilities of entertainment forms (1985 
224-228). 
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Different audiences might bring different needs and desires to the cinema 
depending on their historical and cultural circumstances. Hence, in order to 
understand how the cinema in the mid and late 60s offered the young female 
spectators the pleasures of escapism, it is important to analyze the whole cinema-
going experience as a socio-cultural event. Instead of simply focusing on the 
details of the film text, there is the need to move beyond the pleasures of the text to 
include the pleasures of the cinema-going experience. 
Going to movies, as a leisure activity, is essentially a time to produce 
meanings of and for the self that the world of work denies. That is to say, the 
viewers chose to represent themselves in their leisure activities according to their 
personal taste so that meanings and all the social relations that were simultaneously 
produced appear first and foremost to be meanings for self-identification: 
....when we were watching screen icons of the fifties ...，sitting 
beside us were our elders; indeed we would be sitting on their 
knees in order to be able to watch the screen. As for the 
sixties icons, such as Chan Po Chu, Josephine Siao..., our 
sisters would be at our side, or kids of the same age from the 
same neighborhood. ... we did not have parental guidance 
while watching those films; watching them was a process of 
growing up by ourselves (Chang, 1996: 86). 
Chang's feeling of"growing up by ourselves" is essential here to the understanding 
of empowerment that popular culture provided. Outside the regulatory space of 
the workplace or school, and outside the controlling and defining gaze of otherwise 
more powerful others, the young people could feel a powerful sense offreedom and 
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autonomy. In this sene, the relatively more autonomous space of the cinema 
contributed to the weakening of institutional ties. When the youngsters went to a 
Josephine Siao's or Connie Chan's movie, what they experienced was also a form 
of intimate sentiment as they shared a common public time and space. Thus, 
escapism is not merely an individualized process, but rather involves a 
submergence of self into a more collective identity. 
The rapid growth of mass-mediated culture magnified the power of the 
media in providing a sense of “imagined community，，，as a source for cultural 
identification. And the space for that imagination was found in popular images 
like movie stars, popular singers, comic book characters, etc.. Hence, by 
investigating into the image production and reception processes, I will examine, in 
Chapter 3 "Mass-Mediated Images of Women", how the process of identification 
can be read as the desire of the self to identify with an image, an “other，，that both 
resembled them and appeared to be better than their own. 
Developing with youth films as the most popular genre in Cantonese 
cinema of mid and late-60s, Chan and Siao became young people's desired and 
identifiable images. While sharing with the public the same historical and cultural 
environment, they also witnessed with them the historical and economical 
transformation ofHong Kong, and hence were able to create an ideal cultural image 
that delivered a sense of homeliness. But Chan and Siao were also the "other" 
images for cultural identification of the people. Such a desire for identity was thus 
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a dialectical one ~ it was simultaneously being an identity and becoming another. 
As charming and energetic members of the young generation, they were all 
equipped to sparkle local consciousness which developed eventually into a search 
ofunique cultural identity awaiting to take shape in the following decades. 
In Chapter 3,1 would also consider the uneven contradictory significance 
ofthe commodification of culture. Throughout the 60s, the attempts to respond to 
and expand the film market indicated a certain extent of "experimental" quality in 
the Cantonese cinema of the period, and thus register the upheaval of gender and 
sexuality and the generation gap resulting from it. The contradictions between the 
"modernized woman", as exemplified by Chan and Siao, and the traditional 
Chinese lady were submerged in the consumerist discourse that had enabled the 
public articulation of competing models of female identity in the first place. The 
vitality of the stars served to instruct the female audience on how to become 
properly modem, and to train the female viewers in fashionable femininity. 
The cinema has long been a key source of idealized images of femininity 
and it combines the exchange of looks with the display of commodities. The fact 
that the cinema has developed as an integral part of the expansion of consumer 
capitalism is not insignificant in understanding the construction of cinema 
spectators as consumers. However, although there was a clear link between 
formations of female subjectivity and processes of self-commodification through 
consumption, it is by no means the only significance of consumption practices of 
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female spectatorship. In the second part of Chapter 3 “Commodification and 
Identification", I will argue that consumption also importantly involved processes 
of mutual recognition — among spectators, between the spectators and their favorite 
stars -- and a passionate connection to feminine ideals. The gap between self and 
ideal, between the spectator and the star continuously reproduced female 
subjectivity. These are not just processes of objectiflcation and self-
commodiflcation. They also give rise to new and different images and identities 
through the selection, appropriation and conversion of feminine ideals as self-image 
(Stacey 1994). 
Rather than attempting to essentialize some kind of distinct female 
spectatorship as a set of responses to films, I believe it is more productive to ask 
what the place of fllm spectatorship was in the youths' lives. Given the particular 
function of the cinema as a mediation between individual fantasy and public ritual, 
what is significant in this instance is how the Cantonese cinema and its stars 
situated youthful desires in specific ways. Thus, there are two entries into 
defining the young films and its audiences of the mid-60s -- first, an examination of 
the place of the stars in the development of identities and the consolidation of the 
fans communities; second, a conception of the audiences as constituting an active 
force, a consumer pressure on film producers and other related forms of 
productions. 
Lastly, when we ponder on the question why popular culture has missed 
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the attention of the high-brow cultural construction of the government and, until 
recently, the political and academic elites' narration of Hong Kong culture, the 
question of how popular culture was traditionally regarded comes to bear great 
significance. Huyssen (1986) points out that popular culture has been thought to 
be somehow associated with woman while “real，，，"authentic" culture remains the 
prerogative of men. When we reflect on how the government has neglected the 
mass culture and equated culture with high arts, we may add one more dimension to 
Huyssen's assertion -- mass culture is associated, significantly, not only with the 
female, but also with the young. In a bourgeois patriarchy where masculinity is 
identified with action, enterprise and progress ~ with the realm of business, 
industry, science and law — it is not that difficult to see why mass culture, which 
has often been regarded as trivial and silly, has been attributed to the subordinate 
and marginal groups of the society. The general association of teenagers with the 
damaging effects of popular culture on society is further compounded by the 
particular connection between female teenage viewers and the "worst" kind of 
cultural programs; the popular forms with which women are conventionally 
associated, such as romance narratives, are precisely those which have been most 
forcefully condemned as "mindless nonsense” and "escapist rubbish". 
Traditionally the lure of mass culture has been described as the threat of losing 
oneself in dreams and delusions, and of merely consuming rather than producing. 
An article in the Time magazine illustrates this point: 
Pop culture is, after all, the culture of the free market... As a 
practical matter, too, only capitalists have both the necessary 
cash and the unembarrassed eagemess to please. It is 
expensive to produce convincingly slick records or movies. 
More than any other commodity, pop depends on 
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blockbusterism. People listen to Michael Jackson's music in 
part because he has sold 69 million albums. Boffo begets 
boffo. Sustaining such a modulated mob psychology for 
profit requires an elaborate system of distribution and 
promotion，the pop equivalent of military command-and-
control, and here the U.S. is absolutely without peer.^ ^ 
The snobbish undertone and the analogy of warfare denounce the manipulative and 
profit-making nature of popular culture, as well as the "blindness" of the mass. 
More importantly, there lies the hint that critic-the-w^aw is critical and cultivated 
enough to see through the nature of "laissez-faire by-product", and hence is 
qualified enough to guide the "modulated mob". 
As Stuart Hall rightly points out, the hidden subject of the mass culture 
debate is precisely “the masses". By coining the term "culture industry", Adomo 
and Horkeimer suggest that modem mass culture is administered and imposed from 
above and that the threat it represents resides not in the masses but in those who run 
the industry. While such an interpretation may serve as a corrective to the naive 
notion that mass culture is identical with traditional forms of popular art, rising 
spontaneously from the masses, it nevertheless erases a whole web of subversive 
attempts. My investigation into the multi-level pleasures that arose from the 
cultural experience of cinema-going aims at reading the cultural significance of 
popular culture, which formed an indispensable sphere of negotiation to the young 
and powerless. Within the hierarchical structure of Hong Kong society in the 60s, 
11 Kurt Anderson "Pop Goes the Culture", (1986: 68-74); quoted by James B. 
Twitchell in “Introduction”，The Trashing of Taste in America (1992: 7). 
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popular culture offered the only legitimate chance for the underprivileged groups ~ 
among which were the young working class women -- to exercise control over their 
environment and produce their own communal identities. Hence, if there were the 
masses knocking at the gate, as Huyssen puts it, then these masses were the young 
and the female, knocking at the gate of a male-and-adult-dominated culture. 
To conclude, the spectators, in spite of being passive receivers of what the 
culture industry provides through the media, were often active cultural users who 
played an indispensable role in the constitution of a Hong Kong cultural identity 
through their own everyday life practices. Since the female workers had to tum to 
the media (popular culture) to search for a homely identifiable cultural image, the 
media industry was functional in manipulating the cultural taste of the people. 
The cultural industry on one hand constituted the habitual forms of life of the 
community, and hence inevitably hindered the space for creativity of the 
individuals, on the other hand it had to cater to the demands and the active 
participation of the people. 
The Cantonese cinema occupied a crucial role in the process of identity 
formation of Hong Kong women. This is so not because it represented the people, 
but because it was used by the people as space for cultural identification. The 
highly well-received films and the schism sentiments between the two camps of 
fans of Chan Po Chu and Siao Fong Fong should not be perceived merely as a 
product and hence manipulation of the culture industry, tistead, they revealed 
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what "taste" meant within a specific cultural history. The media's strategy of 














II The Locality of Culture: A Contextual Analysis 
of Cantonese Cinema in Hong Kong 
2.1 The Emergence of Local Consciousness through Three 
Decades of Cantonese Cinema (From the 30s to the 50s) 
Looking back upon the development of Hong Kong film industry, 
especially in the first half of the 20th century, it is not too much to claim that the 
industry owed its existence to two main factors: sound film^ and politics. Sound 
created a demand in South China for films produced in the local language; politics 
made Hong Kong the appropriate place to shoot such films. When sound films 
were first produced in the 1930s, Cantonese-spoken films instantly became the 
characteristic of Hong Kong-made films. To this day, "Chinese" films are still 
produced in several mutually unintelligible tongues ~ whether made on the 
mainland, in Taiwan, or in Hong Kong. 
From a very early stage onwards, Chinese film-making prospered in both 
1 Synchronized sound-on-film was adopted by the Wamer Brothers in 1926, and it 
had tremendous influence on the structure and organization of film-making 
everywhere in the world, but perhaps nowhere more than in those cultures without a 
single, universally understood language. China is a case in point. 
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Shanghai and Hong Kong, with the latter being a production center serving a 
distinct dialect group. By the late 30s，Hong Kong was already established as the 
center of Cantonese film production. Some of these films were Cantonese operas, 
others were comedies，dramas, sword-play serials, and so on. Although Cantonese 
cinema has often been criticized as "backward in thought and vulgar in content" 
(Quoted in Jarvie 1977: 9 ) , it nonetheless maintained a network connecting 
diasporic Chinese overseas to their southern homeland, and constituted a field of 
social habitue across borders. 
It is clear that a significant portion of Cantonese films of the 50s drew their 
inspiration directly from the traditional regional culture. The Cantonese opera 
genre reached its highest proportion of the total Cantonese production (33.9%) in 
the 50s, and the martial arts films (武俠片)，also notable for their direct links with 
traditional popular culture, accounted for another 9.5% (余慕雲 1994). Both 
genres gave credence to traditional virtues such as filial piety, deference to 
patriarchal authority, female chastity and even the traditional loyalty of a minister 
to the ruling dynasty. But the decade also saw a period of transition from the 
2 Cheng Chihua, in his The History of the Development ofChinese Cinema (1963), 
holds the view that Cantonese movies became respectable and interesting only with 
the influx of left-wingers circa 1937. To illustrate the movies he disapproves of as 
vulgar, trivial and "unhealthy", he lists some 1939 titles such as Fox Enchantress 
(M0M), The Corpse in the Haunted House {MB{MM), The Lady who Eats Men 
(#yUb^)，Heroines ofthe Wilderness、荒江女{热,Heroine in RedDress、紅衣 
女热.He also gives a list of praiseworthy Hong Kong-made films, most of them 
are the popular “patriotic” anti-Japanese movies like Marching Song、前進_ 
(1937), Back to China {m0MB^ (1937), Great Wall ofFlesh andBlood、血肉長 
M) (1938), Clockwork ofthe Earth、大地晨0) (1940)，A Flower in a Stormy Sea 
、血海勸(1940) (Jarvie 1977:9-14) 
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continuing dominance of Cantonese elements in entertainment culture to the birth 
of a nascent indigenous Hong Kong culture. 32.2% of the Cantonese production 
of the 50s were melodramas (文藝戲）and 23.3% were comedies. In the context 
of our discussion, these two genres are of particular importance: firstly because they 
manifest most clearly the social commitment typical of modem Chinese elites, and 
secondly, we can trace an emerging Hong Kong identity in these films. 
If a national defense film like Ten ThousandLi Ahead {m&MM) (1941) 
signifies social criticism and national sentiment, registering the retum to the 
motherland, then Mo Kang Shi's (莫康時）1950 comedy The Misarranged Love 
Trap、錯擺迷魂斷 can be seen as an attempt to explore the notion of locality. In 
Ten Thousand Li Ahead, Hong Kong is only a temporary shelter which one can 
freely abandon. The three protagonists can have no future in Hong Kong. Only 
by going back to the Mainland can they embark on the road to glory. The message 
conveyed is clear: in the China-Hong Kong relationship, China must come first and 
Hong Kong must submit to China. But in The Misarranged Love Trap, the 
concem is local circumstances and events toward the formation of "home". This 
concept of home was expressed on two levels. From the angle of marriage, 
“home，’ represents the union of a man and a woman, which, in tum, implies peace 
and harmony; secondly, "home" also implies a precious space, a living space 
occupied by family members. It is, unmistakably, located in Hong Kong. There 
are many allusions to the concept of "home" in the film. The first shot - showing 
the head of the household, pipe in mouth, looking contentedly at a plaque on the 
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wall, with the inscription: "A Happy Home"(幸福家庭）-- expounds the "home" 
concept. When we compare the film with Ten Thousand Li Ahead, we can then 
see how the concept of home and the sense of belonging have emerged in the post-
war Hong Kong community -- Hong Kong is home, and Hong Kong people are the 
host. Mainlanders are outsiders, the guests to be received by the host. 
If The Misarranged Love Trap can be read against a background of power 
relationship between China and Hong Kong, then Bright Night、火樹銀花相映奶 
(1953) is another interesting example, but this time it is presented against a 
backdrop of the rule of British colonial government. Set against a background of 
festivities to celebrate Queen Elizabeth II's coronation in 1952, the film has Zhang 
Ying (張埃）as an employee of a jewelry shop who steals some of its expensive 
items and plans to leave Hong Kong with his family. In the end, his wife evokes 
the vision ofthe Queen as the symbolic head of the colonial empire working for the 
happiness of her subjects in an attempt to encourage her husband to do the same as 
head of the family. Through the viewing of the parade, the film evoked not an 
identification, but an acknowledgment of the colonial government. Comparing 
Bright Night with The Misarranged Love Trap, we can see how the motif of 
"home" was utilized one step further to incorporate the "laying down roots" 
concept. Although the stability and vantage position of this "home" is nearly 
broken, in the end，it is saved from the brink of disaster. Zhang decides to retum 
the jewels to the safe and stay in Hong Kong with his family: home and Hong Kong 
complement each other harmoniously. 
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From individuals to families, many of the “realistic，，and "moralistic" 
dramas of the 50s also exuded traditional values exhorting people towards mutual 
help and support on the basis that everybody is on the same boat. Typically，they 
were set in a single building so as to accommodate people from different walks of 
life，especially the lower classes. Famous examples include In the Face of 
Demolition、危樓春鳴(1953), Typhoon Signal No. 10、十號風嫩(1959), and 
Father is Back、火窗幽勸(1960). All these narratives share a common ending 
with the following message: the oppression brought about by social changes can 
only be overcome by community spirit. 
The melodrama genre of the 50s distinguishes itself by the legacy of the 
strong social and moral commitment as well as social realism that has characterized 
earlier Chinese film production. ^ A direct descendent of the "national defense" 
films (抗單戈電影）of the 30s and 40s, the Cantonese melodrama ofthe 50s tried to 
depict life as it was for the lower classes in post-war Hong Kong, which was then 
3 In the history of Cantonese cinema，there were two "Clean Up，，campaign (one in 
1936 and one in 1949), which denounced shoddy works that perpetuate 
Confucianism and superstition. For example, the founding ofZhong Lian (Union 
Film Enterprises Ltd.) was, according to the company's director Wu Chu Fan (吳楚 
帆)，to "raise production standards and to consolidate the foundation of the 
Cantonese cinema" Jn his speech at the 1956 United Nations Hong Kong meeting， 
Wu Chu Fan proposed another aim: “In 1952, there was a small crisis in the 
Cantonese cinema，commonly known in the industry as the ‘split among the 
Cantonese stars'. As producers regarded the opera as the only legitimate form of 
drama，opera films soon dominated the market. This situation was not without 
opposition. Many socially-conscious filmmakers felt that the cinema should 
entertain as well as educate the audiences to be ethical, serve the community, be 
patriotic，and be proud of their cultural heritage. This is also Zhong Lian's stand" 
(Quoted in Yu Mo Wan 1982: 41). 
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beset by widespread poverty, as well as a sense of uprootedness among the refugee 
population. 
In Hong Kong soceity of the 60s, the young generation emerged as the 
largest movie-going population. There was an increasing need to cater to the 
youngsters' taste. This is why Hong Kong cinema experienced a turnaround in 
1965 when audience began to be tired of Cantonese movies. It was at this time 
that a group of local Cantonese directors began to assert themselves and to search 
for breakthroughs: Lung Kong (龍岡0, Chor Yuen (楚原)，Wong Yiu (黃堯)，and 
Chan Wan (陳雲).Although they tended to swallow whole the new techniques of 
foreign directors, they showed great energy and capability. Wong Yiu, director of 
Girls are Flowers、姑娘十八一朵勘-the film that virtually launched the 
popularity of the youth musical genre and Chan Po Chu as the hottest youth idol of 
the period -- said in a 1968 interview: “In the past, Cantonese movies were made 
for grannies and aunts and uncles. There were lots of tears, lots of opera music. 
Those movies were way past their prime，，(The 20th Hong Kong International Film 
Festival 1996: 22). Hence, Cantonese cinema of the 60s no longer adpoted the 
didactic approach of the 50s to "reflect society" in an effort to empathize with the 
common people. Influenced more by Hollywood and Japanese movies/ the 
4The movie industry of Hollywood was beginning to lose its preeminent place in 
American cultural life by the mid-50s. If motion pictures were to have a future as 
an industry, they would have to discover new means to cultivate a new, reliable 
audience with both leisure and money. The teenagers seemed to have them all, 
hence, the next wave brought the trend of youth movies, with movies like Rebel 
Without a Cause and West Side Story as their representative. 
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normally conservative Cantonese cinema made a transition to a more youth-
oriented industry so as to compete with the Mandarin cinema.^ 
The most apparent change was the rise of young stars, among whom the 
two most significant figures were Chan Po Chu and Josephine Siao Fong Fong, and 
a more diverse and "relaxed" approach in subject matters. Replacing the social 
realist family melodramas of the 50s were action-oriented martial art films, fantasy 
films，and youth musicals which portray urban youngsters in love. 
2. 2 Youth Film and Its Historically Specific Audience 
Many critics have noted the drastic social changes that Hong Kong 
experienced in the 60s and pointed to this as the reason for the decline of the 
Cantonese cinema in the 60s from its heyday in the 50s. Shu Kei, for one, 
^Although youth musicals of the Mandarin cinema were popular several years 
before their Cantonese variants, the young stars ofthe Cantonese cinema in the 60s 
seem to be more representative of the Hong Kong identity. A new generation of 
Mandarin stars represented the rising generation ofMainlanders who had come to 
Hong Kong. They spoke Mandarin, and their behavior and psychology were 
marked by continental Chinese characteristics. Their films were marked by the 
legacies of Shanghai cinema, and their terms of reference were the culture of the 
greater China. With their films, there was a feeling of reticence, caution, indeed 
even criticism when it represented Hong Kong society. The Mandarin youth 
musicals, with their westernized stars, tended to assimilate more readily with Hong 
Kong society. But because they were in Mandarin and were directed by veterans of 
the Shanghai film industry, they were out of tune with the grassroots level ofHong 
Kong society. These were the films of the middle class. 
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subscribes to the view that "it was inevitable that the Cantonese cinema, which till 
then had always dealt with contemporary society optimistically, should find itselfat 
a loss" (Shu Kei 1982: 116). In addition to the commonly accepted view that 
Cantonese cinema offered idealism in the 50s but fantasy in the 60s, he also 
proposes another point: "whereas community spirit had its place in the Cantonese 
films made before the mid 60s, it disappeared from the films that followed. The 
new films now dealt with the powerlessness of the individual against the system or 
extemal forces, and were defeatist in tone" (1982:116). An example that Shu Kei 
chooses to give is Chor Yuen's The Black Rose {M&lii) (1965). While the film 
hails the thief-sisters, played by Nam Hung (南紅）and Chan Po Chu, who rob the 
rich and save the poor, it hints at the inevitable failure of individual's attempt to 
fight and change the society at the end of the film, with Tse Ying (謝賢） 
questioning how much an individual can achieve in making the world a better place 
(「以一個人的力量，可以改變社會多少？」）. 
While Shu Kei's observation is true in many circumstances, the conclusion 
itself remains over-generalized. More importantly, an analysis that privileges the 
expressive thematic meanings of films overlooks the historical specificity of 
cinematic spectatorship and the pleasures of cinema-going experience as a socio-
cultural events. In what follows, I shall argue that the attraction of youth films lies 
not so much in the thematic credibility and narrative integrity as in the satisfactory 
capitalization of spectators' fascination with stars and spectacles, as well as in the 
opening up of an alternative public sphere that allowed for the active participation 
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ofthe spectators as users of cultural resources. 
i) Fascination with stars and spectacles 
As noted by many critics, the plots of youth films are very often hardly 
credible; one of the commonest among comedy-musicals would feature poor girls 
courted by rich young men, and their love survive jealousy of their peers and the 
snobbery oftheir parents. What is most appealing and memorable here is not so 
much the integrity of the plot -- for we always know Chan Po Chu will marry Lui 
Kei (呂奇）in the end -- as the carefree optimism of the protagonists. Their 
upright and somewhat “cartoonish，，confidence in themselves simply envelopes the 
films and covers up the flaws. It is characteristic of youth films to present 
complex feelings (for example, jealousy, loss of love, defeat) in a way that would 
seem uncomplicated, direct and vivid, not "ambiguous" as day-to-day life might 
make them. The bright, can-do, independent personas portrayed by the young 
stars fitted in with Hong Kong's booming modern environment. Such characters 
revealed an aspect ofHong Kong life that was attuned to the aspirations ofyouth. 
The first of the “youth movies" that Chan Po Chu launched in the era of 
the Beatles and James Bond crazes is Girls are Flowers (1966), in which she 
created a bright, confident, independent and kind-hearted persona who eventually 
wins the heart of the young master in spite of the class barrier. As Stephen Teo 
points out in the 20th Hong Kong International Film Festival catalogue, Chan Po 
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Chu's "interpretation of a Canto-pop singing teenage Little Orphan Annie, who can 
also match martial skills with baddies seeking to despoil her honor, is one of her 
most representative roles" (1996: 140). 
The bubbly persona was continuously reproduced in other similar works 
such as The Dutiful Daughter、孝女珠珠、(1966), The Girl in Red、紅衣少女、 
(1967), and The Girl with Long Hair (長髮姑簡(1967). ^i Waste Not Our Youth 
頃負靑赛(1967), for example, the image was sustained, but with a startling 
variation: the character Chan plays has lost all sense of duty. A transformation 
occurs half-way and virtually splits the integrated persona of duty and 
independence into two opposing sides (Figure 2.1). As the charm and vitality of 
the young stars were the biggest attraction of youth films, the producers were clever 
enough to situate youthful desires by employing a pastiche style that essentially 
served as showcase for the stars' talents. There were often a kind of MTV-style 
sequences featuring singing and dancing，sometimes sandwiched between long 
sequences of opera highlights and fashion shows，that, strictly speaking, have 
nothing to do with the plot development. 
Youth films were not the first in fusing cinema with musical spectacle, as 
the tradition of placing songs in films has been common practice in the traditional 
Cantonese Opera films that had been popular in the three decades from 1930s to 
1960s, and in Hollywood musicals that had a deeply-felt influence on youth films. 
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This is why Cantonese films made in the second half of 1960s give the impression 
that every film features a large number of song sequences. Youth musicals of 
course have their full complement of powerful singers; however, films of other 
genres, such as drama and modern action series, also seem obliged to put on a 
number of songs __ somewhere, somehow. 
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Figure 2.1 Waste Not Our Youth (1967) 
The confident, optimistic but somehow spoilt rich brat Ruby (Chan Po 
Chu) and the rational butler's son Q^ m Kei) join together in the fmal 
dance of reconciliation. The bubbly persona that Chan created in Girls 
are Flowers (1966) was reproduced in the film, but not without a 
transgressive variation. 
Josephine Siao's first youth musical Romance ofa Teenage Girl、少女仏 
(1966) was a case in point. The film was produced with the conscious intention of 
showcasing Siao's various talents - the director Chan Wan (陳雲）revealed that it 
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it was during his making of Colorful Youth that he saw how good Siao was. 
Hence, he postponed the film in order to make Romance of a Teenage Girl, which 
was designed purely as a vehicle for Siao. In the film, Siao is a reporter assigned 
to do an interview with a young student (Wu Fung 胡楓).The movie employs a 
pastiche style: she does a total of 18 dances, from Chinese folk dance to modern 
dance to A-Go-Go. From then on, Siao featured in a number of goofy comedy-
musicals showcasing her versatile talents: as dancer, comedienne, tragedienne. 
As for the genre of action-oriented drama, The Black Rose of 1965 was a 
sensational box-office success of the year and provided fodder for imitations. 
While the film retains the style and the themes of popular Chinese martial arts 
novels,6 other productions in this genre went further into the realm ofadventure and 
heroics, with James Bond-like set and situations. A mere look at some film titles 
can confirm this: Lady Bond、女殺势(1966), The Black ThiefCat、女賊黑里瑜 
(1966)，The Golden Cat、飛賊金絲勸(1967), The PinkBomb、紅粉金岡^) (1967). 
In these action set pieces, there were often a comic-book like appeal to the pastiche 
of excitement, with suspenseful heists and elaborately choreographed fights. The 
motorcycle as toy of the new generation was often used in chases or massive 
person-hunts. It was a symbol of new fashion and rebellion. Both Siao and 
Chan are seen riding scooters in Colorful Youth、彩色靑赛(1966). In Social 
Characters, the teenage gangs ride their motorcycles as a form of protest and 
6 Such as the popular series of fiction Orioles, the FlyingHeroine (《女飛俠黃鶯》）， 
in which the heroine is a high-flying, quick-fisted thief who steals from the rich 
criminals and gives to the poor. 
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defiance. Apart from being a symbol of rebellion, the motorcycle chases also 
constituted the most exciting and refreshing chase scenes in action movies. 
But the biggest attraction of these films is still the young leading 
character/star, this time as the fighting woman. Seemingly meek and slight, she 
does not look any different from the ordinary young women strolling down the city. 
Yet，she is anything but ordinary. In her own terms, she upholds justice, kicks the 
criminals and outwits the police. Besides, she is always smarter and more in 
control than the man in her life. As part of her adventure, the thief-heroine often 
slips into various disguises to accomplish her mission. Josephine Siao in The 
Flying Red Rose、飛賊紅玫_ (1967), for example, appears in ten different 
masquerades. Some critics suggest that this reveals the desire of Hong Kong 
women to take up different identities in different situations, and the fantasies that, 
deep down, the stuffy factory girl holds a lot more promises than her facade 
suggests/ This claim may appear to be too generalized and far-fetched, and needs 
more in-depth research as well as historical and empirical support; but the 
fascination with the display of masquerades as spectacles, the pleasure in the mere 
look and contemplation are obvious. With the two most popular stars Chan and 
Siao at its helm, scripts of these modern action dramas offer ample opportunities to 
put the stars through parties, picnics，night outs at the clubs (Figures 2.2, 2.3). "In 
7 For example, Sam Ho, in his article "Licensed to Kick Man: The Jane Bond 
Films", holds the view that in a society where conflicting values are pulling in 
separate directions at the same time, it was a necessity for the Hong Kong women 
to appear as different persons in different situations (1996: 42). 
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this case, the pleasure of looking, just looking, is itself the commodity for which 
一 - money is paid" (Bowlby, 1985: 6). 
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Figures 2.1, 2.3 Chan Po Chu as Lady Bond and Siao Fong Fong as the 
Jade-faced Killer {The Jade-FacedKiller 玉面女殺勤(1967) 
A woman as uncompromising as the Lady Killer, Black Rose or Flying 
Thief may come from an exotic background -- the circus in The Black 
Rose and She is Our Superior、大師嫩(1967), Scotland Yard in The 
Golden Cat (1967), and a family of master thieves in The Maiden Thief 
、玉女神偷(1967) - or even from a disreputable background - such as 
the dance hall girl in Lady Bond - but she is in essence a virgin of 
innocence and purity. Unlike her western counterpart who is playfW, 
setf-indulgent, and sexually aware, she is the one whose character is 
entirely asexual. Although the black tights that she wears may suggest 
sexuality, her romantic exchanges with her love interests are conducted 
with unadulterated respectMness 
While lending a focus to the films' narratives, the presence of the stars 
also undercut the primacy, unity and closure of the films. As Richard deCordova 
points out，the star system encourages a specific mode of reception which "involves 
an orientation of attention that moves the spectator away (however momentarily) 
from the orientation of attention toward vision and narrative that, from Munsterberg 
to Mulvey, has defined spectatorship" (Quoted in Hansen 1994: 246). Jn moments 
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of displaying the “essence”，“talents” and “real personality" ofthe stars，the diegetic 
spell of the films is weakened. 
Youth films satisfied a wish for pleasurable looking, but it also went 
further, for the wish to look intermingles with the fascination with likeness and 
recognition. The youth films had structures of fascination strong enough to allow 
temporary loss of ego while simultaneously reinforcing it. The pleasurable 
structure of looking came from identification with the image seen. Through the 
stars, the cinema was able to produce ego ideals. Stars provide a focus both to 
screen space and screen story where they act out a complex process of likeness and 
difference - the glamorous impersonates the ordinary (Figure 2.4). 
ii) Youth films as an alternative public sphere 
Vi 
Walter Benjamin's influential essay "The Work of Art in the Age of 
Mechanical Reproduction" has paved the way for many subsequent arguments 
about the nature of transformations in "modes of perception” Doane (1989) 
suggests that the cinematic mode of perception, far from being universal, is actually 
transformed through particular historical developments. Miriam Hansen also 
advocates the articulation of “experience in a communicative, relatively 
autonomous form，，(1994: 90) that is made possible by a different organization of 
the relations of reception in early cinema. Hence, the notion of a “cinematic mode 
of perception" suggests that the relations of looking are historically produced with 
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specific spatial locations. 
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With a diversity of genre and topics, the Cantonese cinema of the mid-
and-late 60s adopted a particular aesthetics of display, defined by the goal of 
assaulting viewers with sensational sights and sounds, as opposed to enveloping 
them into the illusion of a fictional narrative. The variety format of youth films 
inhibited any prolonged absorption into the fictional world. Furthermore, the 
spectators/fans' spontaneous acts such as chatting and sing-along activities 
preserved a perceptual continuum between fictional space and theatrical space. A 
sense oftheatrical presence was also maintained by nonfilmic activities such as live 
performance (usually singing, and sometimes dancing as well) by the stars/ which 
lent the show the immediacy and singularity of a one-time performance, as opposed 
to an event that was repeated in more or less the same fashion everywhere and 
every time the films were shown. Hence, the audience would have a sense of 
themselves as a public gathering, an “active force" witnessing and participating in 
the performance. 
One night, I went to watch Girls Are Flowers, which has been 
shown for numerous times. The house was full, and I really made 
an effort before I managed to get a ticket of the dress circle. 
Sitting in the auditorium, I found myself too old as I was 
surrounded by energetic girls in their teens. They were excited 
and restless. When the three characters “Chan Po Chu" were 
shown on the screen, instant commotion shot through the 
auditorium. Judging from the way they chat while watching，they 
must have seen the film more than once. It is really hard to 
imagine how enthusiastic and thrilled they were when they were 
watching the film for the fist time. I can only say I am touched, 
and I wish I were one of them. Blessed are those who love with 
8 As part of promotional campaigns, the lead actors and actresses often performed 
live in the cinema before or after screenings. 
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all their hearts (羅卡 l 9 8 2 : 88).' 
Law Kar's (羅卡)description of the female young viewers is telling. Here, the 
focus is not specifically on the films themselves, but rather on the many 
contributing elements of the cinema-going experience: the atmosphere, the crowds 
ofpeople queuing to go in, the collective anticipation of the appearance of Chan Po 
Chu, the favorite star. The experience of sharing a common time and space is 
significant. The feeling of a shared group identity and the connectedness to others 
through shared cultural consumption extend beyond the cinema itself into everyday 
practices associated with the cinema-going experience. Thus marking the 
specificity of youth film, their effects on the viewers were determined not merely 
by the film itselfbut also by the particular situation of reception. 
As de Certeau argues, everyday cultural events are mediated in "places" 
where power is put to daily use ~ cities, schools, workplaces, cinema, shopping 
malls, etc., where the weak can make do with “spaces,，in urban culture. Since 
they lack their own space, they have to “get along in a network of already 
established fires and representations" (1984; 18). They make the place 
temporarily theirs as they move through them, occupying them for as long as they 
need or have to. The cinema was a place the young fans could frequent on their 
9 This extraction is taken from Law Kar's article "Chan Po Chu and the New Image 
of Cantonese Woman" (「陳寶珠與廣東新女性形象」）,which was first published 
in The Chinese Student Weekly, 1966, Issue 11. The English translation here is 
mine. 
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own, as independent customers, where they could experience forms of collectivity 
different from those centering on the family, the school, or the factory. In this 
sense, the cinema was a place where strategy operated: the youngsters who moved 
into it turned it into their space. 
Though market strategies are employed by the culture industry, the choice 
to incorporate Chan and Siao into their everyday life means that they have actively 
participated in the production of cultural images through public demand. The 
meanings and pleasures derived from the stars can be found in many tactical forms. 
The people under manipulation can in turn actively respond to the given cultural 
resources and constructs by tactically making use of them to form cultural spaces of 
their own. In de Certeau's distinction, there is significant difference between 
strategy and tactic; 
...what distinguishes them at the same time concerns the types 
of operations and the role of spaces: strategies are able to 
produce, tabulate, and impose these spaces, when those 
operations take place, whereas tactics can only use, manipulate, 
and divert these spaces... (1984: 30). 
It is clear that what de Certeau highlights here is the space of creativity of the 
people in the use of what they are given, and tum them into "the lexicon of users' 
practices" (30). Common recipients can either actively or passively infuse their 
idols into their everyday life habits via the very act ofgoing to their movies, talking 
about their shows at tea restaurants or in the factories for the sake of socialization, 
dressing up in Chan Po Chu's factory girl look or Josephine Siao's middle-class 
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young girl designs, etc. Instead of keeping cautiously silent in cinemas, singing 
along, chatting and yelling were common, and sometimes even encouraged by the 
live performance of the stars before or after the viewing of the movies. The 
mobilization of audience participation as a collective activity, which, even though 
organized from above, conflicted in tendency with the isolated and relatively 
passive disposition required of the classical spectator. 
A radical example that illustrates the creative use of the cultural resources 
is the tactics of Chan and Siao's fans, in their gathering around the cinemas 
whenever a film by Chan or Siao was shown, and in their formation of fans clubs. 
Whenever the two stars co-featured in the same film, the two camps offans would 
definitely be there to cheer for their respective idols and to hiss the other with great 
gusto (羅卡 1996: 47). Legends have it told that once when viewing Eternal 
Love、七彩胡不_ (1966), a "modernized" opera film featuring Chan Po Chu in 
the male lead and Siao Fong Fong as his/her wife, all Chan fans would hiss and 
retire to the washroom when Siao appeared on the screen, and when Chan acted, 
Siao's fans would do exactly the same. The schism sentiment between the two 
camps (that is still vivid after the passage of 30 years' time^^) demonstrates the 
10 Last year when I went to see Girls Are Flowers which was included in the 
retrospective part of the 20th Hong Kong International Film Festival (1996), I was 
astonished to see a huge crowd gathered around the Science Museum, where the 
film was going to be shown. And that was at least 45 minutes before the 
scheduled showing time! After several seconds of confusion and amazement, I 
leamt that they were all Chan Po Chu's fans (in their mid and late forties), and that 
some of them didn't even have a ticket - they were there to see if they could find 
some ways of getting themselves tickets. Sitting in the auditorium，I recalled Lo 
Kar, s account of his experience of watching Girls Are Flowers, back in 1966. The 
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possibility of eluding the control of film industry publicity and gaining a 
momentum of its own. 
Moving from the cinema screen to their daily lives, Chan's fans did not 
only cheer for their idol and hiss the “opponent，，，but also actively organizes events 
to get "in-touch" with their idol. In-group newsletters, calendars，magazines, 
correspondences were circulated，forming a unique "gang society" with 
autonomous regulations and power, creating a people-oriented cultural space. 
By visiting the studios when films starring Chan were being made, they 
also attempted to have access to first hand information prior to reporters, the media 
and the general audience. Besides creating the "zest" in their alienated social life 
through Chan, the fans transformed their social role from cultural receiver to 
cultural "maker". Instead of passively waiting for Chan's next film or album, the 
fans managed to press the media to report on Chan's news and feature Chan's 
photos. Some even succeed in organizing themselves into a joint campaign 
demanding the editorial of a magazine to use Chan's photos for the front cover of 
that magazine, permanently! (Figure 2.5) 
excitement and commotion, it seemed, had not faded with the passage of time. 
When I asked one group of women who were sitting beside me whether they went 
to see Siao's films that were also included in the retrospective, they simply 
dismissed the question with a toss of the nose and said, "We don't like her at all，， 
(「我地都唔鐘意佢。」） 
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Figure 2.5 Audience as active force, a consumer pressure on producers 
Films and stars are produced by the media industries, but audience is also 
part of the making of the star phenomenon. Audiences cannot make the 
media images mean anything they want to，but they can select from the 
conq)lexity of the image the meanings and feelings, the variations, 
inflections and contradictions, that work for them. Moreover，the 
agencies offan magazines and clubs, as well as box office receipts, mean 
that the audience's ideas about a star can act back on the media producers 
of the star，s image. The campaign of having Chan featured permanently 
on the front cover of a magazine is a case in point, for it served both the 
economic interests of the producers and the cultural interests of the 
consumers while not completely separating the two. 
Like any commodities in an industrial-commercial society, the cinema is 
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contradictory to its core. No matter how close its relationship was with the people, 
it is industrialized ~ it is produced and distributed by a profit-motivated industry 
that follows only its own economic interests. But on the other hand, it is of the 
people, and the people's interests are not those of the industry -- as evidenced by 
the number of films that people make into expensive failures. Hence, to be 
popular is to bear the interests of the people. As an essential component of 
popular culture, the Cantonese cinema were bearers of the dominant ideology at the 
same time as they offered youngsters the means to articulate their resistance to it. 
There was none of the camivalesque disruption of the social order, just some 
evidence of a much more contained and controlled resistance to it. The cinema 
was one that produced not disruption but release，which liberated the young 
working females momentarily from the constraints of work. Thus, given the 
particular function of the cinema as a mediation between individual fantasy and 
|j 
public ritual, what is significant in this instance is how the youth's desires were 
situated by the Cantonese cinema and the stars in specific ways. 
Although the cinema might allow for the public recognition of concrete 
needs，conflicts, anxieties, and fantasies on the part ofthe young females, it should 
not be assumed that there is an identity of interests between the industry and the 
social group. The youth films and the new images provided by them created an 
emergent cultural space for public imagination and identification, and would 
necessarily be mediated by the logic of consumerism Hong Kong style. As 
Hansen argues; 
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...the industrial-commercial public spheres were, above all, 
indiscriminately inclusive. They sized upon hitherto 
unrepresented discourses of experience as their raw material, if 
only to appropriate them -- as commodity ~ and render them 
politically ineffective. Yet, ... the industrial-commercial 
public spheres grafted themselves onto older forms of cultural 
practice, creating an unstable mixture which, for particular 
constituencies under particular circumstances, could produce 
the conditions of an alternative public sphere (1994: 92). 
2. 3 Reading Youth Film •• A Purple Stormy Night (紫色風雨脔 
Chor Yuen's A Purple Stormy Night (1968) does not only share a similar 
theme with Qin Jian's (MM) earlier work Like the Cloud's SwifiPassage、流水行 
S) (1954), but is also a rare ambition in the Cantonese cinema. The central issue 
of both films is artistic creation. In Like the Cloud's Swift Passage, Qin Jian 
illustrates that artistic creation and love relationships are incompatible, and 
achievements in the artistic world are the results of team work, not individual effort. 
On the other hand, A Purple Stormy Night portrays struggling artist whose success 
is due to the encouragement of his lover (Nam Hung and Siao Fong Fong) and his 
friend (Tsang Kong). 
The plot of Chor Yuen's film is simple. One stormy evening, Patrick Tse 
Yin, an impoverished music student meets the famous singer-dancer Siao Fong 
Fong, whose ambition is to produce a musical with indigenous elements. That 
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night, Tse finishes his work A Purple Stormy Night. Although the dance 
company's director Tsang Kong likes the composition, it is initially rejected by the 
manager. But Siao manages to pursuade him into agreement and the musical 
becomes an ovemight success. Tse and Siao fall in love, much to the distress of 
Nam Hung, Tse's girlfriend and daughter of his teacher Lok Kung (駱恭). 
Corrupted by his success, Tse's next work is glossy and superficial. Lau's death 
brings him back to his senses. He and Siao agree to separate，and the former pair 
of lovers are reconciled. 
This film is among Chor Yuen's most self-conscious attempts of 
illustrating concepts and themes. It shows the threats that commercial success 
pose to artistic integrity: Tse's first work is considered to be powerful and full of 
life since it portrays the hardship of the poor (「未成名前所見盡是窮人的血和 
淚，所以作品充滿血肉」）.But his second work, A Love Song ofFour Seasons 
、四季戀曲\ is criticized as being empty, lifeless and mundane (「空洞、無血肉、 
庸俗」）(Figure 2.6). Through an allegorical narrative, the film deals with art and 
life, love and friendship and the conflict between the rich and the poor. But the 
lack of techniques for expressing abstract ideas resulted in incongruity between 
style and content. Presented in the film, the "indigenous musical" A Purple 
Stormy Night is an uneasy medley of ballet, jazz, modem dance and Chinese folk 
dance (Figure 2.7). Of course one can also criticize Chor Yuen's over-simplified 
social criticism，his superficial understanding of art and his sentimental treatment of 
love relations. 
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Figures 2.6, 2.7 A Purple Stormy Night andA Love Songs ofFour Seasons 
Tse's first work A Purple Stormy Night is considered to be a powerful 
portrait of the poor -- their Uves and their hardship. It is thus full of life 
and vivacity. His second worit, A Love Songs ofFour Seasons, however, 
is said to be a reflection of his corrupted life after gaining fame and 
fortune. It is criticized as being Ufeless, inert and empty. Yet 
presented in the fikn, the "indigenous" and the "mundane" musicals look 
embarrassingly similar, as both are uneasy medleys ofbaUet, jazz, social 
dance and modem dance. 
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Figures 2.8, 2.9 The westernized Hong Kong woman Siao Fong Fong and the reserved Chinese lady Nam Hung The difference b twe n the two leading female characters could bearticulated along t  line ofbinary pposition: e st vs. wes , old vs. new, radition vs. wes erniza i n, regression vs. progression, etc. But thnarrative of the film shows that the "new wo en" might adopt west rndesign or ashion, but m r l up ightne s is h t gives w man socialrespect.
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Inspite of the “fallacies，，on the thematic level, the film does present some 
interesting points for consideration, among which are the treatment of different 
types of women as personified by Josephine Siao and Nam Hung. Siao Fong Fong 
is a famous singer-dancer. Throughout the film, she is shown wearing fashionable 
clothes and trendy hairstyles. Her look is elegant and stylish，a perfect 
embodiment of the westernized Hong Kong woman (Figure 2.8). Comparatively, 
Nam Hung is more reserved and passive. Her willingness to endure and to 
sacrifice connotes the ideal image of a traditional Chinese lady (Figure 2.9). 
But the narrative of the film shows that outfit is not everything, moral 
uprightness is what gives a woman social respect. Therefore, modish Fong Fong 
cannot be a selfish intruder of love. This explains why Fong Fong in the film 
keeps blaming herself for not able to control her feelings towards Tse Yin. Final 
"victory" still belongs to the Nam Hung in cheong saam (長衫）. The 
reconciliation of the former lovers also suggests that women in the 60s might be 
westernized in their outfit, but they still have to be the traditional paragons of 
virtues. 
The difference between the two leading female characters could be 
articulated along the line ofbinary opposition: east vs. west, old vs. new, traditional 
regression vs. modernized progression, etc. But a feminist reading of the film 
would render the difference insignificant. Being part of the mass media that 
“symbolically annihilate，，women (Tuchman 1981) by condemning or trivializing 
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them, the film presents women in such a way as to support and continue the 
prevailing sexual division of labor and orthodox conceptions of femininity. An 
active/passive heterosexual division of labor controls the narrative structure of the 
film. Ultimately, the plot is structured around the male protagonist. It is Tse Yin 
who makes things happen and control events. All Nam Hung (the traditional 
woman) and Siao Fong Fong (the modernized woman) can do is waiting for him to 
decide on his and their future lives. The love triangle of the three and the 
lonesome departure of Siao in the end suggest that the ultimate happiness for a 
woman lies in her finding a man and keeping him. 
The above discussion of the female characters adopts content analysis as its 
means and focuses on the expressive meanings of the narrative, but the film's way 
of presenting female characters as icons invites another way of reading. The 
presence of Siao Fong Fong as the star and main character is an indispensable 
element of spectacle in the film. Her visual presence tends to freeze the flow of 
action in moments of erotic contemplation. The body of Siao displayed functions 
on two levels: as an erotic object for the characters/audience within the screen story, 
and as erotic object for the audience within the auditorium. For instance, the long 
sequences of dancing allow the two looks to be unified technically without apparent 
break ~ she is glamorous and on display. The attraction ofthe film arose from its 
satisfying capitalization of visual pleasure. Presented with desirable image(s) of 
femininity on the screen, the possibility of homoerotic pleasure for the female 
spectator is unmistakable there. The possibility of homoeroticism in the forms of 
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fascination between women does not necessarily point to the specificity of lesbian 
desire, but rather a fascination with and love for an idealized other. 
The Siao in the dancing sequences embodies grace, poise, elegance and 
energy, and in a way these qualities are transformed to a dream of living in 
harmony with one's body. What is more, the interplay of the dances that creates 
patterns of charm and beauty depends on co-ordination and interdependence, 
moments of unity and moments of harmonious contrast. It manifests a sense of 
what it is like to interact collectively to create something. By this I am not saying 
the dances are "about" collectivity, but they do show it, and also show how 
beautiful and harmonious it can feel. About all, they show how it is like to feel 
elegant and graceful in one's body. 
The body image of Siao served as a site both of resistance and 
identification. The relationships between stars and spectators, between self 
images and screen images, and between identification and desire are complex. In 
particular, the concepts of "identificatory love" and "ideal love" (Benjamin, 
1990:106) involve the relationship between the self and the ideal. Accordingly, 
identificatory love is the prototype for ideal love，being in love with one's ideal， 
while ideal love refers to "a love in which the person seeks to find in the other an 
ideal image ofherself' (107)." Underlying both is the need for recognition. The 
11 The original word Benjamin uses is “himself，. I alter the word so as to fit into 
our context of discussion. 
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star/spectator relationships concem the interplay between self and ideal. Such an 
interplay involves forms of "identificatory" and "ideal" love. The spectator may 
be described as being "in love with ” her screen ideal. The love of the ideal, then, 
may express a desire to become more like that ideal. 
The construction of Siao's character is accomplished, not only by the 
structural method ~ with the audience getting to understand characters by what they 
do in the plot or how they function in the narrative, but also by a star-based method 
~ with a certain set of traits given to the character by the star's image. By 
foregrounding the presence of the star -- Siao Fong Fong, the fllm blurs the 
boundary between an address that relies on the identification with fictional 
characters and an activation of the viewer's familiarity with the star (a familiarity 
defined by the publicity that surrounded the stars' professional and “private，， 
personalities, and by the production intertexts). The levels of star discourse and 
filmic diegesis interlock and reinforce each other. By drawing on the structures of 
identification and mobilizing long-term psychic investments in ego ideals, the 
casting of Siao binds the viewers all the more firmly into the fictional world ofthe 
fllm. 
The star image of Siao as independent, westernized, and at the same time 
glamorous, substantiates the character as an enterprising woman who is both stylish 
and able. The role transgressed the accepted definition of women as mother, 
daughter, wife or mistress of men. On one hand it managed to embody central 
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problems and tensions in the lives of its predominantly female audience. A sense 
of powerlessness in the face of love, marriage, family, social advancement, etc. is 
hinted at, with Siao proclaiming the loss of her love and leaving in tears. On the 
other hand, it appealed to the (female) audience by offering pleasure, which, to 
certain extent，was associated with the feeling of empowerment. This sort of 
empowering fantasy was pleasurable to the degree that it reversed specific norms of 
the time. 
Through the invocation and formation of icons and images by capitalizing 
on the star quality of Siao Fong Fong, the film is able to register the cultural 
dimension of Hong Kong in the 60s. By reading this imaginary dimension of the 
world through a process of meaning construction, we are able to trace the figures of 
identification in the Hong Kong society. The film's presentations of the society 
and of women both produced and reproduced the dominant points of view. The 
representations could be read from different perspectives and hence enjoyed 
different status. Cultural mediation is crucial here precisely because it is a 
concrete socio-symbolic process whereby individuals lived their imaginary 
relationship to the real conditions of existence. Li this way, we shall be taking the 
film as cultural mediation, specifically a socio-symbolic process whereby the 
spectators were given a time and a space to realize themselves as part of the 
imaginary collective. 
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III MasS'Mediated Images of Women 
The rapid industrialization of Hong Kong in the late 50s and early 60s has 
resulted in the up-and-coming class of female workers. The relative financial 
independence of these young women changed the traditional picture of family, in 
which both mothers and daughters were depicted as dependent，and hence, inferior. 
While Hong Kong witnessed in its culture the perpetuation of traditional images of 
women as obedient daughters, tender wives and loving mothers (as embodied by 
popular figures such as the famous star actress Bai Yen 白燕)，these relatively 
residual forms of cultural representation began to fall out of fashion in the 60s, 
during which government agencies were keen to portray images of smart, efficient, 
and diligent female working individuals to promote local exports and attract 
overseas investment. Hence, as the tum to ready-to-wear fashion displaced 
reliance on tailoring and dressmaking, Chinese styles of saam fu (衫棟）and cheong 
saam (長衫）which had signified Chinese identity began to lose their popular 
appeal and social relevance quickly. By the mid-60s, the Hong Kong society was 
ready to accept, on the whole, a more westernized image of women (Figures 3.1， 
3.2).^  
1 In his introduction to the "Hong Kong Sixties: Designing Identity" exhibition, 
Matthew Tumer writes, “ Official representations and popular perceptions of Hong 
Kong were by this point difficult to separate. External presentation of the city as 
economically independent, in trade shows, tourist promotions and westem-style 
export clothing and products, were now absorbed into the self-perception and daily 
lives ofHong Kong people” (Tumer 1994: 19). 
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Figures 3.1，3.2 Fashion advertisements of the 60s {Young Girls，Paradise 
少女樂園 11/1967; The 25th Chinese Manufacturers' Exhibition 
Catalogue, 1967) 
Matthew Tumer holds the view that Hong Kong's modernity did not 
evolve naturally during the 60s. Instead，he sees it as designed, and 
argues that nowhere is it more evident in the creation of modem Hong 
Kong fashion, in which field Hong Kong created a new language of 
modem Chinese fashion, represented in the costumes for beauty pageants, 
the stars' ’ outfits of fUm studio promotions, as well as advertisement in 
local style magazines. But such contention fails to take the interaction 
between the stUl^deeply-felt influences of tradition and the younger 
generation's relatively modernized perception of themselves into 
consideration. Man Kit Wah, for example, challenges this view of 
identity as mere design and passive reception, and proposes that "from 
the films of the 60s，we can see that what the local women wanted most at 
that time was not necessarily to be the 'Girl in the Crowd，； although they 
adopted westem design for fashion, they still held the traditional Chinese 
values and virtues as their beUefs, and tried to adapt to the 60s，society 
for survival"(文潔華 1994: 76; EngUsh translation mine). 
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The Cantonese cinema's response to the increasing demands for 
westernized image of women were the youth musicals and action-oriented 
melodramas. Addressing a new type of female audience, specifically the young 
working women, the "modem" genres often featured adventurous, physically active 
heroines, and the films located pleasure in images of female competence, courage, 
and physical movement, marking a striking distance from the “traditional” ideal of 
femininity. 
3.1 Chan Po Chu and Josephine Siao Fong Fong as Desired 
Cultural Images 
Stars represent what are taken to be people typical of this society; 
yet the types of people we assume characterize our society may 
nevertheless be singularly absent from our actual day-to-day 
experience of society; the specialness ofstars may be then that they 
are the only ones around who are ordinary! 
(RichardDyer 1979: 50) 
In his discussion of the relation between stars and society, Richard Dyer 
raises two important points in our understanding of stars and their images, namely， 
the notion of stars as social types and the extreme ambiguity/contradiction 
concerning the star-as-ordinary and the star-as-special. He also observes that stars 
"articulate what it is to be a human in a contemporary society" (1986: 8), for they 
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articulate both the promises and the difficulties that the notion of individuality 
presents. Hence, it is important to understand star images in relation to 
contradictions within and between ideologies, which they seek to "manage" or 
resolve (1979: 38). 
The notion of a social type is first developed by 0. E. Klapp, who defines 
it as “a collective norm of role behavior formed and used by the group: an idealized 
concept of how people are expected to be or to act" (Quoted in Dyer 1979: 53). 
Although there are problems with Klapp's typology,� the conceptualization of stars 
as social type is useful in understanding the role of Chan and Siao as desired 
sociaVcultural images, in the sense that they hold a prevalent but at the same time 
privileged position in the type system subscribed to by the dominant groups in 
society. In other words, the young working class and lower-middle class female 
spectators of the 60s could find a readily recognizable and identifiable cultural 
image in Chan Po Chu and Siao Fong Fong. 
Both Chan and Siao started acting at a very young age •_ Siao at six and 
Chan at nine. Both did so for similar reasons: their families were poor and needed 
the money. Like many other young girls of the same generation, Chan and Siao 
had to work hard in order to support their families. Different from the earnest 
2 For example，as Dyer points out, there is no exploration of the sources of social 
types, and no examination of the possibility that the cultural world articulated by 
social types may represent the hegemony of one section of society over another 
(Dyer 1979: 54). 
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type of actors, they became actresses not because they had an overpowering urge to 
act, nor a burning desire for fame and fortune. Instead, it was out of a humble yet 
vital need for surviving against all odds. As Chan said in an interview, "There 
was money to make, and that's great" (「有錢賺，覺#^艮好��” Unfortunately, 
since then，any chance for a normal childhood immediately ceased. Both Chan 
and Siao have remarked that they had a sense of inferiority, mainly because of the 
“nasty，，and "cruel" people in the business/ but also because of their lack of 
opportunities in receiving proper education. 
As the two stars developed their careers in the show business respectively, 
they became the popular images identifiable by female workers. They shared with 
the young generation the same historical and cultural milieu. Spending their 
3 This is how Chan Po Chu described her feeling towards starting her actress life at 
the age of nine: “I started to act when I was nine. I have now forgotten under what 
circumstances I started.... Mom asked me to go to the studios, and there I went, 
without any protest. It's as if it was the most obvious thing to do in the world. 
When I started making movies, I was happy because we used to be poor. There 
was money to make, and that's great" (「我九歲開始_，現在已忘了在什麼情 
形下去做的......媽媽叫我去片場，我毫無反抗就去了，像是順理成章的。去 
到片場我很開心，因爲以前我們很窮，有錢賺，覺得很好o�)(Quoted i n羅 
- c 1996: 8; English translation mine). 
4 In an interview with the Sunday Morning Post, Siao Fong Fong said, "The people 
in the business were cruel. Very, very nasty. They would verbally abuse you, 
physically abuse you on the set -- hit you when the scene needed it, without telling 
you" (11/2/1996). Chan Po Chu also revealed，“I was frequently disregarded 
when I was young, and that made me feel inferior" (「我/_]、時侯常常遭人白眼，令 
我產生嚴重的自卑感。」）（Quoted in 羅卡1996: 8; English translation mine). 
5 When talking about her inferiority complex, Siao said, “I was angry about my lack 
of normal childhood and adolescence. When I met the children of my mother's 
friends, I would feel inferior to them. Why did they know so much that I had no 
idea of? That，s why I always wanted to study" (「我很氣我沒有童年和靑少年生 
活，我看到母親朋友的孩子就有點自卑，爲什麼他們知道很多我不知道的東西 
呢？所以我一直想去隐書。」）（焦雄屛編1995: 151 ； English translation mine). 
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childhood in the 50s when the Hong Kong society was deeply imprinted with 
proverty and the memories of wars, they had to endure the hardship forced on them 
by circumstances. Siao's orphan-character, who is constantly in search of her 
mother and family lost during the war, shed some light on the collective psychology 
of the time (Figure 3.3). Maturing into their prime in the 60s, they witnessed, 
again with the people, the historical and economic transformation of Hong Kong. 
Indeed, one might argue that Siao and Chan helped construct the identity of a 
unique new Hong Kong-born generation of women by giving them an image. As 
an inseparable part of the popular memory, the two stars were equipped with the 
necessary charm and vitality to sparkle an identification, which was eventually 
developed into a search for unique cultural identity that was to take shape in the 
years to come. 
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Figure 3.3 Nobody's 0似记、苦兒流浪言3) (1958) 
A classic example of Siao Fong Fong's orphan-character can be found in 
the Mandarin-language film The Wondering of a Nobody's Child, 
directed by Bu Wancang (卜萬蒼）and produced by Guo Feung (國風). 
The analogy drawn between a lost mother and a lost home country is 
clearly ejq>ressed in the once widely popular theme song: "bi this world, 
mother is the dearest. Without their mothers, children are nugatory as 
grasses. Having left mother, where could I look for happiness?" ( � 世 
上只有媽媽好，激馬的孩雅根草。離開媽媽的懷抱，幸福那裡找？」） . 
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While sharing with the youngsters the same historical and cultural milieu, 
the two stars were also the “other” image for cultural identification of the female 
spectators. In this complex process of cultural identification, what the young 
audience desired was an image that both resembled and appeared to be better than 
their own. It was thus a “dialectical” desire for identity ~ it was simultaneously 
being an identity and becoming another. Chan and Siao's background and their 
filmic images fit well into this dialectical desire of the young for cultural 
identification. On the one hand, they have endured the same hardship experienced 
by the people, and their films did not hesitate to elaborate on this fact. One handy 
example is Girls are Flowers. The fllm opens with Chan Po Chu dressed in saam 
fu and working late at night, only to have her father die in her arms. She then sets 
out for Hong Kong, as her father willed it, to look for her nanny. On the way, a 
song reveals her anxiety and fear of being all alone in a world of affluence and 
superfluity: 
…此去奢華地 險惡人生更須謹慎 
堪嘆都市中世情薄 怕遭不幸 看前途未放心 
疑慮滿心間 暗自垂淚 有誰慰問 
只有傾全力去謀生要安本份… 
...Now I go to the place of luxury and superfluity 
The dangers of life have to be guarded by caution 
In the city people are vindictive 
I'm timorous of misfortunes befalling 
And am fretting about the future 
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Filled with doubts and fears 
I am crying alone 
Who will care and give me comfort 
I can only try my best to work and to survive 
By singing out the fear and anxiety that were by no means alien or foreign 
to the young female members of the working class, Chan adopted the same voice of 
the people, hence manifesting an impression that she was one of them and could 
therefore represent them. On the other hand, both Chan and Siao embodied 
something the common people could not attain: their fame and talents/trainings in 
various aspects, including Cantonese opera, dancing and singing. They embodied 
the ideal feminine image -- beauty, virtues, and talents. 
Chan Po Chu's parents are famous Cantonese opera actors Chan Fei Nun 
(陳非儂）and Kung Fun Hung (宮粉紅)，while Josephine Siao's mother is a 
graduate of Shanghai Art College (上海藝術專科學院).Both of them are well 
trained in Cantonese opera - Chan is the student of the prestigious Cantonese opera 
actress Yan Kim Fai (任劍輝)and Siao ofKo Fan Hung (菊粉紅).Although they 
did not receive proper education (at least not when they were the hottest stars of the 
Cantonese cinema), they were often presented as gifted and ingenious, in films as 
well as in media reportage. For the female audience, watching popular movie 
stars coming from the same class of the people would mean watching the some sort 
of "ideal-self performing in the public arena. In this way, Chan and Siao have 
effectively provided the people with the "other" image for identification. 
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As the girl-next-door, Chan was indigenous. She was round-faced, and 
somewhat a little bit fleshy (especially when compared to Siao who was, and still is, 
tall and slim). She never wore sexy clothes, her hair was always long and straight, 
and from time to time she was even shown in saam fu (Figure 3.4). On the other 
hand, Siao was the westernized “college” girl, who came from a metropolitan 
background, and whose elegant image was the best site for the nourishment and 
realization of middle-class ideology. Being tall, slim, fashionable, soft-voiced and 
well mannered, Siao was the perfect embodiment of an elitist, bourgeois image 
(Figure 3.5). In fact, there used to be the saying (mostly embraced by Siao,s fans) 
that “Fong Fong is elegant and Po Chu is old-fashioned" (「芳芳高貴，寶珠老土」）. 
The schism sentiment between the two stars' fans brought to light the growing 
unrest and class conflicts in Hong Kong society. 
Having grown up in an environment where competing cultural forces were 
transforming Hong Kong from a predominantly traditional Chinese society into a 
more westernized and urbanized modem city, the two idols of young people 
nonetheless could not ignore the older generation which still made up a significant 
part of the population. Indeed, one might find that the images of Siao and Chan 
are somewhat similar, and that both were constructed around one central notion ~ 
being the dutiful and yet independent daughter. They observe the traditional 
moral codes of Confucianism, but at the same time also manage to have things done 
in their own ways. What follows is an attempt to examine these two most 
predominate images that contradict as well as compliment each other. 
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Figures 3.4，3.5 Chan Po Chu and Siao Fong Fong in theirprime 
bi the ebb and flow of grievance and unrest during the mid-
and-late 60s, class conflicts were criticaJi and imminent. The 
sciment sentiments of the two camps of fans is a vivid example. 
Dressed up as an ordinary teenage factory girl and acting in 
films that carried a certain notion of grossroot touch, Chan's 
gesture was so ordinary that it invited full-range identification 
of the young working class female. On the other hand，Siao's 
elegant image and gentle smile was the best site for the 
nourishment and reaUzation of middle-class ideology. With a 
new age of popular culture coming with a rising consciousness 
of local identity, Siao's body image served as a site both of 
resistance and identification. It exorcized the nostalgic trace 
of the "orignial" Chinese/Cantonese identity. 
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i) The Dutiful Daughters 
Before Chan and Siao virtually launched the youth film genre, they had 
starred in numerous costume pictures, be it the martial arts serials or operatic films, 
that uphold the traditional mode of filial theme. During the peak of their careers 
(1966-69), they did a number of movies that were virtual recitals of the filial credo 
A representative example can be found in their version of the well-known 
Cantonese opera Eternal Love, released in 1966 and directed by Lee Tit (李鐵). 
In the film, Chan Po Chu plays the scholar who falls ill on a joumey while Siao is 
the daughter of a retired widower who nursed Chan back to health. Upon 
recovery, the scholar returns home to his widowed mother, bringing his newly-
wedded wife, Siao, with him. But their marriage is not wellreceived by the 
mother and they are forced to live apart. The films ends happily, with the mother 
eventually won over by the strength of Siao's character and her love for the son. 
What is significant of the film is the presentation of filial duty as the theme, and the 
starring of the two young idols as obedient children who win the older generation 
over through devotion and strength. Thereafter, the two stars each went their own 
way in playing non-costume, non-traditional parts, yet still remaining true to the 
role of filial and dutiful daughters. 
In the modem action drama The Girl with Long Hair、長髮姑職,a 
Confucian theme runs through the whole film, but not without some interesting 
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tensions caused by the counter theme of transgression. Chan Po Chu plays a 
police detective's daughter who is determined to become a detective herself. She 
joins the police force but is overwrought with their incompetence in handling the 
case of the Filial Thief. To resolve the case, she strikes out on her own as the 
"long-haired girl" detective. Chan's disagreement with her father (who, 
conveniently, personified the established authority) suggests the challenges that a 
new generation of young people pose to their seniors. And yet it also reaffirms the 
importance of filial obligation — the filial thief (played by Lam Kar Sing) is a 
Robin Hood-like figure with "Chinese" characteristics: he steals money from the 
unfilial rich to build sanitariums for the old folks of the society. 
Chan personified the dutiful daughter but she was also a fighter who could 
stand up for herself and go her own way. She portrayed duty and independence as 
natural requisites ofher characters. As Chan's contemporary in every sense ofthe 
word, Josephine Siao shared not only the limelight of being a female superstar in 
the mid-60s and onwards, but also the same integrated persona of duty and 
independence. In one respect, though, Siao was fundamentally different from 
Chan: she portrayed the rebel more convincingly and was more often on the wrong 
side of the law. However, her screen persona dictated that she was not the 
complete rebel but became so only through her sense of a highly personal moral 
code (as in Teddy Girls). The films invariably show her character redeemed by 
either love or duty. 
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Figure 3.6 Chan Po Chu presenitng tea to her mother Kung Fun Hung 
hi our culture, there is a firm belief in the "essence", the "nature" of a 
person. Star discourses (including the studio-controlled publicity 
functions, the media reportages of stars, and the more "autonomous" 
remarks of directors, friends and acquaintances). The person, or at least 
a certain notion of the person，are hence taken to be more real than 
appearance. It is not enough only to see the "appearance" (and 
sometimes the manufacturing process of that appearance) of the star, 
although all we know of them is what we see and hear before us. 
Stars are, like characters in stories, the representation of people. They are 
related to ideas about what people are (or are supposed to be) like. Although the 
audience did realize that stars had different lives from those of the characters they 
played - it would be a sign of mental disorder to believe that Chan Po Chu actually 
was the Lady Bond (Lacfy Bond) who upheld justice in her own way or the factory 
worker {The Rose ofYouth 靑春玫瑰,1968) who won the afFection of the young 
master — the role of a star in a film was taken as revealing the personality of the star. 
The whole media construction of stars encourages us to think in terms of "really" ~ 
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"what was Chan Po Chu/Josephine Siao really like?" "which moment in which 
film discloses her as she really was?" So apart from playing dutiful characters on 
the screen, Chan and Siao's filmic images were also sustained by publicity: the 
media reportage of them as being filial and respectful daughters and disciples in 
their "real" lives. For example, photos of Chan respectfully presenting tea to her 
partents and teachers at Chinese New Years or at other ceremonial occasions 
reinforced the sense of "Chineseness" and tradition that was so predominant in 
Chan's image (Figure 3.6). Publicity is distinct from promotion in the sense that it 
is supposingly not deliberated image-making planned by the studio or the star. It 
is supposed to be what the press finds out about the "true" character of the star in 
"real" life. It is therefore often taken to give a privileged access to the "real" 
person of the star. 
ii) The Independent Woman 
In Star (1979), Richard Dyer uses Molly Haskell's concepts of 
superfemale and superwoman to sub-categorizes the independent woman as a 
cultural type. Accordingly, the superfemale is: 
.. .a woman who, while exceedingly "feminine" and flirtatious, is 
too ambitious and intelligent for the docile role society has decreed 
she play.... She remains within traditional society, but having no 
worthwhile project for her creative energies，tums them onto the 
only available materials ~ the people around her ~ with demonic 
results (Quoted in Dyer 1979: 62). 
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On the other hand, the superwoman is: 
. . . a woman who, like the superfemale, has a high degree of 
intelligence or imagination, but instead of exploiting her femininity， 
adopts male characteristics in order to enjoy male prerogatives, or 
merely to survive (ibid ). 
This is a suggestive distinction, and although it could do with some working-on,^ it 
is extremely telling in our understanding of "dutiful daughters" and "independent 
women" that are central to the youth films and to the images of Chan and Siao. 
The Chinese tradition of the woman warrior can be dated back to the Han 
Dynasty. In the historical/mythical story of Hua Mulan, she was a dutiful 
daughter who disguised herself as a man to serve in her father's place in the army 
when he was drafted by the military, and thus won herself a place in the Chinese 
mythology as the ultimate strong woman. From folk tales to pulp fictions to 
stages plays, and then in the twentieth century, to movies, popular culture has been 
producing reincarnations of the Hua Mulan story. The modem action genre that 
Chan and Siao so frequently starred in is obviously a update of the Hua story. As 
a superwoman in both intelligence and physical strength, the she-woman can 
overcome all odds and is never afflicted by self doubt, anxiety or feelings of 
6 Dyer suggests the distinction should be considered in the light of a series of 
questions. Is itjust a question of the difference between roles within and without 
the domestic arena^ Are there characteristic narrative pattems that structure the 
representation of the two types? What is the relationship between the star as a 
total image and the specific character constructed in given films) Are the types 
carried by physical features, iconography of dress and gesture, modes of 
performance? 
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insecurity (Figure 3.7). 
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Figure 3.7 A Fighting Scene in Lady Bond (1966) 
The 60s was a time when Hong Kong women entered into the work force. 
For the first time in Hong Kong history, an entire generation of women 
were enjoying a relatively secured financial prosperity and social freedom. 
To an audience that was mainly made up of working class women, the 
confidence of the superwoman provided reassurance, her ability to kick 
criminals, satisfaction, and her competence to match feminine beauty 
with wit, self-esteem. 
It has been argued, not without some forceful points, that the love 
relationship between the woman warrior and usually a good-looking man -- usually 
Patrick Tse Yin, Lui Kei, and Tsang Kong -- confirms her pre-determined role as 
future wife and mother. For no matter how independent she is, no matter how 
superior she is to the men around her, the fighting woman must eventually retum to 
her rightful position in the family, restoring order to the patriarchy (Ho 1996: 45). 
Indeed, one might observe that the superwoman-image corresponds to the concept 
of "classical ideal Chinese woman": one who is both a weak female and a knight-
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lady; one who can fight the male and yet poses no threat to him. Just as Hua's 
mission is to preserve the integrity of her family, so too is the adventure of the 
superwoman. "She is there to fight, not for female liberation, but rather for 
preserving the authority of men" (Sei Kei 1996: 31). 
While fully in accordance with the critics' observation on the 
"conservative" tendency of the films, I do see in these films another way of reading. 
Although the final romantic embrace is there in almost every single film of the 
genre, this does not necessarily mean it should be read as a defeat on the woman's 
part^  nor be taken as a taming of the able woman. In fact, many films hint at the 
continued partnership between the lovers in upholding justice in the future. Unlike 
the narrative of Hollywood films of working women, the action-oriented 
melodrama of the Cantonese cinema does not involve a “climb-down” or even 
punishment and humiliation for the female protagonists in the ending. In terms of 
emphasis, weighing within the films, the independence elements are much more 
stronger, vivid and memorable than the final resolutions of love and marriage. 
We might even argue that the attempts to alter gender barriers, to adopt the 
characteristics associated with the opposite sex are more important than the final 
resolution. It is possible to read the transgression, the adoption of “male” 
characteristics as a mode of negotiation, of working out a tentative way of freeing 
women from the constrictions of gender-roles. It does challenge the hegemony of 
the widely-held gender assumptions, yet at the same time it does not "damage" the 
self-perseptions and self-identities of women utterly. The superwoman in Chan 
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and Siao's images is never meant to be a feminist type of gender revolution. 
Instead, what is evident is a moderate alteration and subversion of gender roles, for 
the superwoman is “able to achieve her ends in a man's world, to insist on her 
intelligence, to insist on using it, and yet be able to ‘dwindle’ ... 'into marriage’，but 
only after an equal bargain has been struck of conditions mutually agreed on，， 
(Quoted in Dyer 1979: 63). 
Anyhow, the suggestion of returning to the "proper" feminine roles as wife 
and mother in the narrative may be read as a contradiction of rather than an utter 
denial of "independence". The possible different readings of the films point to the 
fact that the popular medium is replete with potential cultural meanings. Although 
it might attempt to control and focus its meaning in a way that reinforces the 
dominant ideology, it exposes the limitations of its preferred meanings. While 
attempting to repress popular voices that run contradictary to the dominant stream, 
the popular medium also contains such subversive voices that contradict the 
meaning that it prefers. Its textual gaps are wide enough for new cultural space to 
be produced within popular imagination. 
3. 2 Identification and Commodification 
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As many feminists have pointed out, the questions of who is looking and 
who is being looked at are not neutral phenomena. Instead, they are cultural 
practices that involve power relations. It has long been recognized that men and 
women have a different relationship to the division of looking and being looked at. 
John Berger has highlighted the connections and claimed that, "[M]en act and 
women appear. Men look at women. Women watch themselves being looked at. 
This determines not only most relations between men and women but also the 
relation of women to themselves. The surveyor of woman in herself is male: the 
surveyed female. Thus she turns herself into an object ~ and most particularly an 
object of vision: a sight" (1972: 47). The work of femininity involves the 
consumption of both images and products, as well as the negotiation of a feminine 
identity in a culture where women are simultaneously subjects and objects of 
commodity exchange. 
Women's relationship to commodities has frequently been conceptualized 
in terms of their being the objects, and not the subjects，of exchange. The analysis 
of women as commodities of exchange within patriarchal culture, of their “being，， 
rather than "having" commodities, has been developed within feminist film theory 
in terms of the specific processes of objectification, fetishization and display of the 
female body as sexual spectacle within cinema. It has been argued that the 
fetishization of the female body characterized the representation of female stars. 
In her much quoted essay，“Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema，，，Laura Mulvey 
argues that fetishization of the female star within mainstream cinema is a form of 
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scopophilia (or pleasure in looking) for the spectator. The other source of 
pleasure is the objectification of the female star for the voyeuristic gaze of the 
spectator ^VIulvey 1989: 16-22). The fetishized body image was accompanied by 
the corresponding narcissistic forms of consumption which were centered upon the 
improvement of self through products related to the female body. We thus can see 
the female body as fragmented by the market, as well as by the camera. In other 
words, women's bodies are broken down into component parts for the purpose of 
consumption (Figure 3.8). 
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Figure 3.8 Chan Po Chu's version of changing outfits ( 陳 寶 珠 ^ ^ 換 衫 
紙）~ a paper toy that was very popular among young children in the 60s 
and 70s 
The cinema has been a key source of idealised images of femininity. 
The cinema combines the exchange of looks with the display of 
commodities. As Mary Ann Doane argued, the "cinematic image for the 
woman is both shop window and mirror，the one simply a means of access 
to the other" (Quoted in Stacey 1994: 9). 
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The importance of the Chan and Siao phenomenon lies not only in how 
effectively the star images were constructed and maintained, and not even in how 
often and how eager the spectators watched their films and listened to their songs, 
but in how the meanings of the star images were circulated. In echoing de 
Certeau's emphasis on the significance of people's creative use of what they are 
given, John Fiske says that “the art of the people is the art of ‘making do，” (1989: 
28)，and that the very act of cultural consumption is not unilateral: 
Popular culture is not consumption, it is culture __ the active 
process of generating and circulating meanings and pleasures 
within a social system: culture, however industrialized, can never 
be adequately described in terms of the buying and selling of 
commodities (1989: 23). 
Hence, in our attempt to understand the relationship between feminine 
identification and commodification that were made possible by the flourishing 
economy and the new generation of cosmetic and luxury products coming onto the 
market, it is not enough only to examine Chan and Siao as desired icons produced 
by the culture industry. Instead, attention should be given to the various processes 
of identification, in which aspects of stars qualities were taken on by the spectators 
in a variety of practices that take place outside the cinematic context. The 
processes also involved the spectators engaging in some kinds of practice of 
transformation of the self to become more like the stars they admired. This 
transformation involves activities in which the star became part of discourses ofthe 
spectators' identity outside the cinema. 
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The familiar childhood games of make-believe, the satisfactory 
recognition of physical similarities between the spectator and the star, and the 
actual imitation of the star as a partial taking on of some aspects of the star's 
identity, for example, are all cogent aspects of film reception which have been 
largely ignored. By analyzing the extra-cinematic identificatory practices, one is 
able to explore the meaning of stars for spectators in their everyday lives beyond 
the spectatorial fantasies of the viewing situation. 
By trying to copy Chan through bodily connection -- wearing their hair 
long and straight, and dressing up in Chan's simple and lucid factory girl look，the 
difference between the star and the spectator is transformed into identity (Figure 
3.9). The replication of the body image is clearly loaded with emotional intensity 
and it involves intense forms of intimacy between the star and the spectators, and 
even more importantly, among the spectators themselves. The bodily connection 
among the spectators is one such form of intimacy. The transformation of their 
images and identities through self-made copies of star styles or second-hand clothes 
is another form. For the teenagers who were denied social power, the self-display 
of a "look" could be performance of their ability to construct their meanings from 
the resources of the system. It had within it elements of pride in subcultural 
identities. There was also a sense of freedom underlying display，and it was this 
that frequently attracted the disapproval of the adults，who were prone to label such 
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Figure 3 • 9 Chan Po Chu and one of her fans 
Imitation of physical appearance is the most common form of cinematic 
recognition outside the cinema. Perhaps this is not suiprising given the 
centrality of physical appearance to femininity in general in this culture. 
As an atten|pted replication of appearance, imitation is related to the 
desire of being more like the stars. It is not simply an unMflllable 
desire or pleasurable fantasy, but a practice which transforms the 
spectator's physical appearance. It involves an intersection of setf and 
other, subject and object. 
On the other hand, in the desire to be like their ideals and their peers, there 
was also a search for security, a desire to be inconspicuous. While it might 
represent a resistance to parental demands，it also facilitated a smooth adjustment 
and adaptation to the dominant popular culture of the time. The attempt to 
achieve social recognition -_ defined as a sense of belonging and being recognized 
by others -- was very often achieved by insertion into and subordination to the 
prevailing norms of clothing and hair. Nevertheless, this practice of imitation 
demonstrates the importance of understanding the stars and their audiences in 
relation to the commodification of the culture in the 60s，for consumption may 
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affirai identities, and the hopes of social approval bound up with transition to the 
new was great. 
While having no control over the conditions of production, no choice 
about when or where to work, or about the conditions under which to work, the 
female workers found some means of coping with the frustrations of capitalist 
conditions of production in consumption. The cultural interests of the fans were 
essentially ones of control, especially control over meanings. As Judith 
Williamson argues: "The conscious chosen meanings in most people's lives comes 
much more from what they consume than what they produce" (1986: 230). 
Whereas consumption — of the movies, of the star images, and of such commodities 
as magazines, cosmetics and clothes -- offered a sense of control over communal 
meanings of oneself and social relations, to some extent it offered a means of 
controlling the meaning of everyday life. 
Imitating Chan's or Siao's hairstyle and their ways of dressing can be seen 
as a form of cultural reproduction and consumption. It involves the production of 
a new self-image through the pleasure taken in a star image. It intersects with the 
consumption of commodities other than the star image. The purchase of items 
such as clothing and cosmetics in relation to Chan and Siao brings into particularly 
sharp focus the relationship between the cinema industry and other forms of 
capitalist industry. Stars are consumable feminine images which female 
spectators then reproduce through other forms of consumption. By producing 
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particular images of femininity which remind them of their favorite stars, the 
female spectators produced a new feminine identity, one which combined an aspect 
of the star with their own appearance. It transformed the spectator's previous 
appearance, and in doing so offers the spectator the pleasure of close association 
with her ideal. 
Unlike Chan, it was in Siao's image to have her hairstyle and outfit 
changing constantly. Hence, copying Chan did not necessarily involve the actual 
purchasing of other products, but copying Siao meant the acquisition of items such 
as clothing and cosmetics. Through the typical work of femininity __ the 
production of oneself simultaneously as subject and object in accordance with 
cultural ideals of femininity, the star becomes relatively marginal in the pleasure 
experienced by the spectator, and is only relevant in so far as the star identity is 
related to the spectator's own identity. Through the purchase and use of clothing, 
spectators took on a part of the star's identity and made it part of their own. The 
self and the ideal combined to produce another feminine identity, closer to the 
ideal. 
The complexity and subtlety of the roles played by commodities in our 
culture are all too easily dismissed by the concept of a “consumer society". But as 
John Fiske suggests, in one sense all societies are consumer societies，“for all 
societies value goods for cultural meanings that extend far beyond their usefulness" 
(1989: 29). Baudrillard also claims that it is through object that “each individual 
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and each group searches out his/her place in an order" (1981: 83). Products 
therefore "map out the social world, defining，not what we do, but the ways in 
which we can conceive of doing things,，(Williamson 1986: 226). 
For women, the meaning of consumption should not be reduced to a 
simple condemnation accusing patriarchy of constructing woman as the object of 
the masculine voyeuristic look. Despite the fact that the beauty and fashion 
industry shows strong patriarchal characteristics as it swings its focus around the 
female body, the pleasure offered to women by their own bodies cannot be 
adequately explained by the giving of pleasure to the masculine other. The 
pleasure of the look is not just the pleasure of looking good for the male, but rather 
of controlling how one looks and therefore of controlling the look of others upon 
oneself. It is therefore a means of entering into social relations. For a young 
teenage girl in the 60s，fashionable clothes enabled her to be related to the social 
order in a way that grants her access to the progressive and the public, to be “in 
fashion". Such a move was not radical in that it did not challenge the patriarchal 
assumptions, but it offered a legitimated public identity and a means of 
participating in the ideology of progress. 
Thus, the "commodification" of culture during the 60s has uneven 
contradictory significance. On the one hand, commercialization might be seen as 
contributing to the encouragement of forms of female objectification through 
consumption. On the other hand，such forms of consumption，which were linked 
to appearance and which became increasingly possible for many women in the 
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consumer boom, could be seen as rejection of what was perceived as dull 
domesticity of the previous generation. Western culture influenced Hong Kong 
during the 1960s in terms of changing class identities and challenges to the 
traditional notions of respectability and taste. Thus, whilst it could be claimed that 
this westernization of femininity through commodity consumption in 1960s 
contributed to the sexual objectiflcation of women within patriarchal culture, such 
an analysis ignores the ways in which this process also facilitated the production of 
particular forms of feminine subjectivity largely unavailable to women in Hong 
Kong previously. The production of a feminine self in relation to consumption 
signified "autonomy", “individuality，，，and “independence，，to many female 
spectators at that time. Such are the contradictions of modes of consumer address: 
one is at once unique and yet also part of a mass audience, at once original and yet 
conforming to existing codes of femininity. For women, however, this 
contradiction had particular resonance. In a culture where women are denied the 
status of the subject，modes of subject address within discourses of consumption 
may affirm identities and offer forms of recognition, even as they encourage 
women to produce themselves as commodities. 
It is in this context that Chan and Siao as desired cultural image should be 
examined. The people's desires and wishes were not represented by the two. 
Instead, Chan and Siao were used by the people as a "site" for playing the politics 
of difference, and as a space for cultural identification. The choice of a new 
feminine image/identity should not be perceived merely as a product of the culture 
industry and capitalist society, rather，it defines what that image means in terms of 
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IV Conclusion 
4.1 The Ordinary and the Extraordinary -- Siao Fong Fongand 
the Self-image of Hong Kong People in the 90s 
In the introduction chapter, with an outline of the political and cultural 
circumstances of Hong Kong in the 60s, I have argued that the 60s were the time 
when Hong Kong people searched for identifiable images in the domain of media 
culture that was starting to grow rapidly. After the 1967 riot which rocked the 
Hong Kong society to its root, the British-Hong Kong government launched a series 
of "reforms" which did bring a decade of stability and rapid economic expansion. 
However, questions about Hong Kong's uncertain status became a serious concem 
towards the end of 70s. Unlike in other British colonial territories, Britain 
refrained from introducing democratic reforms in the colony on the grounds that the 
colony would not be able to attain political independence because of the China 
factor. Hong Kong is a case of "decolonization without democracy" (Tang and 
Ching 1994: 149). Towards the end of the 70s and early 80s, the Open Door 
Policy in China brought more economic opportunities and benefits to Hong Kong. 
With the support of a bureaucratic polity and a Chinese society, the colonial 
administration managed to maintain its political control. 
Analyzing Hong Kong's political development through the interaction 
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among Britain, China, and Hong Kong, Tang and Ching examine the notion of 
three-legged stool and propose that in many ways, Hong Kong's development from 
a fishing village to an international metropolis and a major trader in the world has 
been the result of all three parties' efforts. "The British have provided the 
administrators, the legal framework, and the necessary infrastructure; the Chinese 
have provided tacit approval of the British arrangements and supplied such 
necessities as food and water at low cost; while Hong Kong itself has provided the 
manpower, skills, and capital. All three parties have proven indispensable" (Tang 
and Ching 1994: 151). Each has had to cooperate with the other two. Hence， 
they conclude that the three-legged stool can be a useful practical concept and 
basically it means, in Hong Kong, “things go smoothly when all three parties --
Britain, China, and Hong Kong — are in agreement When all parties consent, 
openly or tacitly, the stool is steady. When any party is in opposition, the stool 
wobbles and a crisis results" (1994: 151). However, the scholars also point out 
that the Britain-China-Hong Kong relationship has always been asymmetrical, and 
maintaining the balance of the three-legged stool became rather delicate. 
After the mid-80s, as a result of political uncertainties, problems of 
identity quest arose. The persistent Sino-British negotiations gave birth to the 
Joint Declaration in 1984, to be followed later by the passing ofthe Basic Law in 
1990. Stepping into the period of Sino-British negotiations over the transfer of 
sovereignty, the sense of identity in terms of political and cultural rights was 
hastened. While there are patriotic calls for celebrating the retum of Hong Kong 
to the "mother" country, others see Hong Kong as struggling between two 
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colonizers. For example, a contemporary Hong Kong essayist, Ha Gong, referring 
to the talks conducted in 1984 between China and Britain over Hong Kong's fate 
after 1997，offers an image that captures the view: 
The Sino-British talks closely resemble two men gang-raping Hong 
Kong, with the victim being denied the right to scream or protest 
After the event，a member of a certain legislative body appeared on 
the scene and demanded a detailed inquiry into the background of the 
rape. But a number of staunch supporters of rapists' rights show up 
and called for the legalization of rape, shouting at the victim that they 
were entirely without shame (Quoted in Chow 1993)\ 
The problem of self-image in the 90s seems to bring us back to an earlier 
image of a dislocated, alienated society, a population of refugees and immigrants, 
without an unique identity, a sense ofbelonging and identification. As in the 50s, 
people start to emigrate，though this time it is to leave Hong Kong.^ However, the 
majority of the people are not equipped to leave. Hence, the only way for the 
ordinary people to react is to keep silent, emerge into the dreamland of media, and 
disappear. Instead of being actively involved in the "home-making" process of 
settling Hong Kong's political future, the people of Hong Kong were excluded 
1 This view of regarding Hong Kong as between two colonizers，and claims of 
marginality should not go unquestioned, for "one can always claim subaltemity in 
one instance of power relation and operate as the hegemonic elite in another power 
relation, all at once!" (Szeto 1997: 24) Lideed, some see this "peti-gradiose Hong 
Kongism" (/>/>大香港主義)as an anti-colonial desire that "tries to reverse 
colonize the colonizer, that tries to escape the conditions of the colonized by 
becoming colonizer in another instance, has proved to be but a internalization ofthe 
neo-imperialist values ofthe colonizer, and is therefore, a self-colonization as much 
as a colonial gesture ..." (Szeto 1997: 30). 
2 According to official estimates, emigration between 1980 and 1986 fluctuated but 
amounted to about twenty thousand people per year. After 1986，emigration 
accelerated to a peak of sixty-two thousand in 1990. The accelerating rate of 
emigration since 1986, as Tang and Ching so wittily put it, could arguably be 
regarded as a case of"voting by feet" (Tang and Ching 1994: 164). 
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from participating directly in the process. The public then responded by 
"imploding" themselves in the media, the alternative cultural symbol of home and 
nonhome, since the media represented not the “explosion” of the social (e.g. 
industrialization, technology, commodification, reiflcation, etc.) but the key 
simulation machine reproducing images, signs and codes. The people，who absorb 
all they receive, resist meaning, and erode the boundary between media and the real. 
This is the people's act to remain content with what is given while simultaneously 
resisting it in the voice of silence (Baudrillard 1985). 
The media, on the other hand，is busy manifesting a nostalgic version of 
Hong Kong history/story, in which the 60s takes up a prominent position. In the 
popular recourse to the "fishing village to metropolis" myth, the 90s retrospectively 
transformed the 60s of imagination into a world of lost vitality and dynamism. 
Films, television programs and advertisements cater to this longing for lost youth 
with scenarios of A-Go-Go and Twist dancing, pretty girls clad in miniskirts and 
Omega style or with hair ribbons. It is note worthy that memories ofthe 60s often 
take the form of a particular "frozen moment", taken out of its temporal context and 
captured as "pure image”. Such kind of iconic memories provide ambiguous 
space for the people to both deny and retain their own doubtful identity. While on 
the one hand it constitutes the shared cultural competence of the Hong Kong people 
and connects them to each other, on the other hand it creates a kind of public 
disappearance, allowing people to hide themselves at the backstage of the Hong 
Kong scene. 
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It is common for the media to capture the trend and psychology of the age 
and make movies and television programs on them: ’92 Legendary La Rose Noire 
('92 黑玫瑰對黑玫瑰）(1992), He Ain't Heavy, He's my Father (新難兄難弟） 
(1993), and the most recent television melodrama Old Time Buddy (新難兄難弟) 
(TVB: 1997). In these films, both content and thematic significance are 
overshadowed by the echoing effect of the form, through which meanings are 
disseminated more to make you forget than to remember. There are signs that 
proliferate and convey no message except for an image, an atmosphere that is 
adhered to the mindless viewers' short-term memory and desire. 
The norms of well-controlled and regulated filmic convention now 
crumble, opening up access for the reproduction of meaning that will be parodied. 
In Fiske's words, “excess involves elements of the parodic, and parody allows us to 
mock at the conventional，to evade its ideological thrust, to tum its norms back on 
themselves" (1989a: 114). That is to say，the people make use of the media's 
social sensitivity to create a cultural space of identity absorption. Such an 
indifferent attitude allows them to "disappear". The more they demand the 
surfacing of meaning from popular culture, the more passive they remain in silence 
and disappearance. This drives them to mock at their contradictory psychology of 
wanting to retain their own status but also to parody it simultaneously, and can well 
provide them with a space of social positioning and re-positioning. 
On the other side of the coin, there is a grand narrative of "Hong Kong 
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(success) story" — for example, in the form of nostalgia films and public 
articulation of some kinds of personal/fictional histories,^ in which vitality, 
flexibility, endurance, and hard work are called upon to account for the numerous 
“miracles” that Hong Kong has succeeded in creating in the course of history. In 
this kind of grand narrative, the 60s emerges as the particular "transformative 
moments" which represent the possibility of transformation of the self/society. 
The media's reconstruction of the memories of the 60s offers the 
opportunity for the presentation of past and present subjectivities through 
processes of self-narrativisation. Memories of the Cantonese stars are specific 
forms of self-narrativisation in relation to cultural ideals. This is particularly 
pertinent in the context of spectators' memories of the stars who could be seen as 
offering utopian fantasies to cinema audiences at that time. Together with the 
nostalgic (re)construction of Hong Kong history/story is a renewed interest in the 
Cantonese cinema of the 60s and its leading stars. With Siao winning the Best 
Actress Prize of the Berlin Film Festival in 1995 and then the Best Actress Prize of 
the Hong Kong Golden Statue Award, much attention has been given to her as an 
internationally recognized actress now hailed as "the pride ofHong Kong", and to 
her personal life balancing between her roles as a successful career woman and a 
loving wife and mother. 
From the orphan-girl in the Mandarin films ofthe 50s to the westernized 
3 As those articulated in the Hong Kong Bank commercial series (�匯豐矢卩心、歲 
月」）. 
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college-girl in the Cantonese films of the 60s，the media managed to project in the 
acting career of Josephine Siao yet another image for identification: the 
superwoman of the 90s. The superwoman of the 60s has by now grown from an 
energetic factory worker into a successful executive who lives in a universe of 
independence, self-reliance and self-sufficiency — winning international 
recognition for her working ability, reveling in an exciting social life, cultivating 
independence while maintaining family relationships, remaining sexually alluring 
but also convincingly intellectual-like. In short, the superwoman is always on the 
move and always in complete control (Figures 4.1，4.2). 
Siao's image exemplifies one of the major forms of relationship between a 
star and her social context, namely, the reconciliation of contradictions. Stars 
often appear to reconcile dominant contradictions in social life — experienced as 
conflicting demands, contrary expectations, irreconcilable but equally held values. 
By being an indivisible who lives in the “real world", and yet displays contradictory 
personality traits, stars appear to affirm that it is possible to transcend 
contradictions. In the case of Siao, this centers on her being strongly intellectual 
and talented -- and therefore, extraordinary — but also ordinary as a daughter, wife 
and mother. An interesting feature of Siao Fong Fong as an image is that publicity 
seem to be celebrating her continually for this daring combination, and her survival 
and growth as an identification figure bespeak the hold of such a magic 
reconciliation of opposites on the cinematic imagination. 
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Figures 4.1, 4.2 Two faces of Siao: the ordinary mid-aged housewife 
(Summer Snow 女人四十，1995) and extraordinary intellectual-actress. 
A persistent element in Siao's image is her reputable balance between 
her public roles as an award-winning actress and energetic student of 
children's psychology and herprivate roles as a setf-sacrificial daughter, 
wife and mother, and the media does not fail to elaborate on this: 
"It was very hard. But it was my decision. She [Siao's mother] did a 
lot of things for me." 
“In the Name of the Father, I enjoyed this fllm. Look at what the 
father did, he did so much. The American wiU never understand this, 
they say, ‘Why don't you do I foiyourseljl' But in Chinese culture, 
this is how it is." 
“I immediately got mysetf enrolled at Sydney University. On the 
second day of school I came home and found the natmy gone. I had to 
choose between my dream and my family. Priorities, one has to be 
clear about one's priorities. At that time my family needed me more 
than I needed that degree." ("A Woman For All Seasons" Sunday 
Morning PostMagazine 2/11/1996: 14-16) 
Siao's career is marked by an unusually, even spectacularly, high degree of 
interpenetration between her publicly available private life and her films. The star 
phenomenon depends upon collapsing the distinction between the star-as-person 
and the star-as-performer. This does not usually mean that the incidents of a 
film's scenario are taken to be actual incidents ofthe star's life, but rather that they 
reveal or express the personality or type-of-person ofthe star. In the case of Siao, 
her films and the situations in them echo not only incidents in her life but also the 
development ofHong Kong society, so that in the end her career seems in part like 99 
mere illustrations ofher life and of the "Hong Kong story". Tang Tak Chi's (^5達 
智)writing of Siao's life experience and what he calls "the roles that most Hong 
Kong people have played" strikes a telling note: 
從內地出生到走難（主演影片如：苦兒流浪記)，從童 









From her birth on the mainland to her immigration (acting 
in films Uke Nobody's Child), from her being a child-
worker to a youth idol (acting in films like Romance of 
a Teetmge Girl, A Purple Stormy Night), from the rise 
of social consciousness (acting in fi lms Uke Teddy Girls, 
Hiroshima 28) to overseas studies, from her returning to 
Hong Kong and getting married (producing and acting 
in TV programs and f ibns Hke Lam Ah Jun) to getting 
divorced and becoming a career woman (producing, 
directing and acting in f ibns Uke Jumping Ash), 
getting married again, becoming a mother and returning to 
Hong Kong (acting in f ibns Hke Fong Sai-Yuk, 
Summer Snow), getting herself involved again in the 
entertainment industry and facing the transitional period ~ if 
Hong Kong is a stage, Siao Fong Fong definitely is a good 
player, someone who manage to change the destiny of a 
homeless orphan to a destiny of prosperity and glamour 
(acting in fOms Kke Fu-Do-Mun)(鄧達智 1997: 150, 
fllm titles in bold added). 
Another critic, Sek Kei，also describes Siao as of Hong Kong in a book that is 




We can say that Chan Po Chu is still “Cantonese”，while the 
beautiful and modem Siao Fong Fong from elsewhere is 
“Hongkongese”，for she can keep up with Hong Kong's quick 
pace of development (石琪 1995: 63). 
There are some unpacking to do. To advance is to progress，to grow, to 
stay in the position of “avant-garde”. The interesting point here is to see how the 
(re)claiming of Hongkongness in the context of social and cultural changes that 
Hong Kong have witnessed is imagined through the construction of similarity 
between Siao as an innovative and ever-progressive actress and Hong Kong as 
being able to overcome every obstacle and break down every barrier that has 
emerged in the course of history. 
Hong Kong has for a long time been packaged in, and claimed by cliches 
like “the Pearl of the Orient", where “East meets West", where "Oriental and 
Occidental civilizations merge". In the discursive world picture of this Hong 
Kong as an imagined community. Hong Kong gradually gathers force and self-
legitimization, and begin to promote itself as an entity of Success, Hong Kong Style, 
sold southward to Southeast Asia and northward to China in terms of a vibrant 
consumer and popular culture, and a managerial technology. This is the gradiose 
MYTH of capitalist Hong Kong that sells. And Siao is of Hong Kong, not of 
Shanghai where she was bom - ^^芳：香港人(Siao Fong Fong: Hongkongese) 
(部達智 1997: 150). 
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4. 2 Mediating Cultural Identity With Cultural History of Hong Kong 
Cultural identity is a lived process realized in the most ordinary forms of 
life. As a process mediated in the popular realm，it entails complex diversity and 
contradictions. It is not to be deduced from intellectual analysis or contained by 
the colonial depiction of Hong Kong as "the center where east meets west". In 
this thesis, I have approached the question of cultural identity by mediating the 
colonial history of Hong Kong with the cultural history of popular culture in 
general and Cantonese cinema in particular. My argument is that the construction 
of a unique Hong Kong identity manifested itself in the production of popular 
images, which pervaded the media culture of Hong Kong. Popular culture, 
contradictory in its function of shaping and being shaped by the people's mode of 
life, became the best nurturing bed for various mutations of Hong Kong images. 
These mass mediated images of Hong Kong were thereby shared and consumed 
among the general public, and became the main channel for extensive social 
identification. Through consumption and reproduction by cultural users. Hong 
Kong identity as an image was caught up in a never-ending process of production, 
consumption and reproduction. Popular icons like Chan Po Chu and Siao Fong 
Fong who have captured the public's imagination for almost thirty years in some 
ways do embody the “spirit of Hong Kong”，giving it a material expression in the 
guise of a unique subjectivity. As they live out the vicissitudes of social changes 
that affect Hong Kong people's lives, they become a kind of living supplement, 
and hence manage to make a difference for the public articulation and negotiation 
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of these vicissitudes. At the same time, their lives and careers also become the 
site of identification and negotiation over the meanings of being Hong Kongese, 
being woman, and being successful. It is in this sense that the Po-Chu-and-Fong-
Fong cult is not only a profit-making product manufactured by the culture industry; 
it occupies a crucial role in the process of identity formation of the Hong Kong 
people, and specifically, Hong Kong women. 
Li the thesis, I have outlined the specific historical, political, economical， 
and cultural contexts in which Hong Kong media culture started to grow, and 
pointed out that the booming economy of the 60s and the coming-of-age of a huge 
number of teenagers facilitated the rapid growth of media culture, which in tum 
provided a sense of “imagined community" as a source for cultural identification 
(Chapter 1.1, 1.2). With the appearance of the Cantonese "Youth Musicals" and 
local Cantonese movie stars, the media eventually succeeded in providing the first 
generation of locally born “Hongkongese，，with a common popular cultural space. 
I have also argued for the importance of understanding the cinema as a physical as 
well as social space. While it was a familiar place in the neighborhood, it was 
also an experiential horizon. It provided a space apart and a space in between, a 
cultural site for the imaginative negotiation of the gaps between family, school and 
workplace. As they shared a common public (air) time and space, what the young 
people could feel was not only a powerful sense of freedom and autonomy, but 
also a form of intimate sentiment, a sense of submerging the self into a more 
collective identity. In this light, it is therefore my contention that what deserve 
detailed treatment are not the textual qualities of films or the "artistic" 
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temperaments of the stars，but the many contributing elements of the cinema-going 
experience: the tradition of a local (Cantonese) cinematic subculture, the excited 
atmosphere of going to movies, the crowds of people queuing to go into the 
auditorium, the collective anticipation of the appearance of the favorite star(s), the 
collective experience of participating in fans clubs, etc.. The feeling of a shared 
group identity and the connectedness to others through shared cultural 
consumption extend beyond the cinema itself into everyday practices associated 
with the cinema-going experience (Chapter 2.2). 
Therefore，in my analysis of the formation ofHong Kong cultural identity, 
I have chosen to study Chan Po Chu, Siao Fong Fong and the Cantonese cinema of 
the 60s which provided the public with an easily accessible social space/sphere for 
shaping a sense of belonging and identification. My aim is not to attempt a 
generic or formalistic history of Cantonese cinema, or to analyze the textual 
qualities of youth films, but to understand contextually how concepts of locality 
and senses of identification were manifested. In Chapter 2, while outlining the 
development of Cantonese cinema in three decades (from the 30s to the 60s), I also 
investigate the relations of fllmic representation and reception, in association with 
the entertainment provided by the Cantonese cinema of the 60s. In other words, 
through a contextual and cultural reading of youth films, I have illustrated the 
argument that the attraction of youth films lies not so much in the credibility ofthe 
plot as in the charm of the stars and the particular condition of reception (Chapter 
2.2，2.3). As a leisure activity, going to movies was essentially a time to produce 
meanings of and for the self that the world of work denied. It is essential to the 
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understanding of empowerment that popular culture provided. The viewers, in 
spite of being passive receivers of what the culture industry provided through the 
media, were active in representing themselves through leisure activities chosen 
according to their personal taste. Hence, the meanings and all the social relations 
that were simultaneously produced appeared first and foremost to be meanings for 
self-identification. 
The presence of Siao and Chan as stars and leading characters is an 
indispensable element of fascination and identification in youth films. While 
sharing with the youngsters the same historical and cultural milieu, the two stars 
were also the “other，，image for cultural identification of the female spectators. In 
this complex process of cultural identification, what the young audience desired 
was an image that both resembled and appeared to be better than their own. This 
process of identification was thus simultaneously being an identity and becoming 
another (Chapter 3.1). The bright, filial and hardworking persona portrayed by 
the young stars fitted in well with Hong Kong's booming modem environment, but 
many of the films also revealed the fear and anxiety ofbeing all alone in a world of 
affluence and superfluity. This obedient and filial image, however, was 
contradicted as well as complimented by another image, namely, the 
“superwoman，，who can overcome all odds and who is never afflicted by self doubt, 
anxiety or feelings of insecurity. Although it was well taken that stars had 
different lives from those of the characters they played, the whole media 
construction of stars encouraged the audience to think in terms of "really" ~ "what 
is Po Chu / Fong Fong really like?” So apart from playing dutiful characters on 
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the screen, Chan and Siao's filmic images were also sustained by publicity ~ the 
media reportage of them as being filial and respectful daughters, talented and 
conscientious actresses in their “real，，lives (Chapter 3.1). 
The relationships between stars and spectators, between self images and 
screen images, and between identification and desire are complex, but we can 
safely conclude that the star/spectator relationships concern the interplay between 
self and ideal. Such an interplay involves forms of "identificatory" and “ideal” 
love, and underlying both is the need for recognition. The spectator may be 
described as being “in love with” her screen ideal. The love of the ideal, then, 
may express a desire to become more like that ideal. Hence, in my attempt to 
understand the roles that the two actresses played in the process of identity 
formation of Hong Kong women, I have specifically examined the various 
processes of feminine identification, in which aspects of stars qualities were taken 
on by the spectators in a variety of practices that take place outside the cinematic 
context (Chapter 3.2). Copying Chan Po Chu through bodily connection, for 
example, was a way to transform the difference between the star and the fan into 
identity. It involved intense forms of intimacy, not only between the star and the 
spectators, but also among the fans themselves. For the teenagers who were 
denied social power, the self-display of a "look" had within it elements of pride in 
(sub)cultural identities, for it could be a demonstration of their ability to construct 
meanings of their own. The attempt to achieve social recognition was very often 
achieved by insertion into and subordination to the prevailing norms of clothing 
and hairstyle. By producing particular images of femininity which reminded 
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them of their favorite stars, the female spectators were able to produce a new 
feminine identity, one which combined an aspect of the star with their own 
appearance. 
To conclude, the importance of the Chan-and-Siao phenomenon lies not 
so much in how effectively the star images were constructed and maintained, and 
not even in how often and eager the fans watched their films and listened to their 
songs, but in how the meanings of the images were produced, reproduced and 
circulated. The very act of cultural consumption is not unilateral, rather, it 
involves “an active process of generating and circulating meanings and pleasures 
within a social system" (Fiske 1989: 23). Through the formation of icons and 
images, the media capitalized on the star qualities of Siao and Chan, and registered 
the cultural dimensions of Hong Kong in the people's anxieties, as well as their 
hopes. Through such a process of meaning construction, we are able to read the 
imaginary dimension of the world and to trace the figures of identification in the 
Hong Kong society. Often, the media's presentation of the society and of women 
both produced and reproduced the dominant points of view. However, in its 
attempts to control and focus its meanings in a way that reinforced the dominant 
ideology, it also exposed the limitations of the preferred readings/meanings. The 
(re)presentation could therefore be read from different perspectives, which enjoyed 
different status in society. As the gaps were wide enough for new cultural space 
to be produced within popular imagination, the media contained subversive voices 
that offered the public means to articulate their resistance to the dominant stream. 
Cultural mediation is crucial here precisely because it was a concrete socio-
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symbolic process whereby individuals lived their imaginary relationship to the real 
conditions of existence (Althusser 1977). In this way, I have been taking the 
films and other related forms of cultural consumption as cultural mediation, 
specifically a socio-symbolic process whereby the public were given a time and a 
space to realize themselves as part of the imaginary collective. 
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玉女金剛(Brave Girl, The)導演：盧雨岐主要演員：陳寶珠、呂奇出品：信 
























長髮姑娘(Girl withLongHair, The)導演：余河主要演員：陳寶珠、林家聲出 
品：榮藝(1967)。 














林亞珍(Lam Ah Chun)導演：陳家蓀主要演員：蕭芳芳、鄧光榮、伊雷出品： 
高韻（1978)� 
流水行雲(Like the Cloud's SwiftPassage)導演：秦劍主要演員：吳楚帆、紅線 
女出品••德昌（1954)� 
玉女神偷(Maiden Thwf, Thc)導演：楚原主要演員：蕭芳芳、呂奇、梁醒波出 
品：好好（1967) o 











紫色風雨夜(Purple Stormy Night, A)導演：楚原主要演員：蕭芳芳、南紅、 
謝賢、曾江出品：文藝（1968)。 
















十號風波(Typhoon SignalNo. 10)導演：盧敦主要演員：吳楚帆、羅難卿、周 
聰、黃曼梨出品：新聯（1958)� 
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Chinese 
「陳寶珠：TheLegend�《電影雙周刊》四百六十三期（1/9/1997) ： 6 0 - 6 9 � 
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